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The purpose of this paper is to formulate the notion of virtual group and 
that of a homomorphism between two in such a way that no null sets are 
involved. That is, we replace the point set by the measure algebra of Bore1 sets 
modulo null sets, and the various functions involved must be described by 
objects associated to these measure algebras, such as u-homomorphisms. In 
the process it is necessary to redefine functions satisfying algebraic identities 
almost everywhere to get new ones satisfying the identities in a stricter sense. 
Similar refinements on quasiinvariance of measures are also required. 
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INTRODUCTION 
In [ll] G. W. Mackey mentioned the possibility of reformulating 
the theory of virtual groups or ergodic groupoids in such a way that 
the exceptional null sets involved in his definitions would not appear. 
The present paper gives ways of constructing virtual groups and 
homomorphisms between them from data given in terms of measure 
algebras (Bore1 sets modulo null sets), giving thereby a reformulation 
of that part of the theory. 
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It is hoped that some of the results showing that the notions can 
be defined in measure algebra terms will find applications, perhaps 
even in the special case, often not mentioned, of second countable 
locally compact groups. However, it may be that the auxiliary results 
are more interesting and more useful. For example, in Section 1 
we show that tensor products do not exist, in the usual sense, in 
the category of measure algebras, and the obvious attempt at existence 
is discussed. Section 2 contains results on actions of groupoids on 
measures. Also, the main result of Section 6 is that the measure 
class of a measurable groupoid possesses more by way of invariance 
properties than the definition requires. This added invariance allows 
us to prove that the set of elements in a measurable groupoid having 
a given unit for right and left unit (see definitions below) has a natural 
locally compact group topology. 
To say much more about the various sections would require more 
technicalities than seem appropriate in an introduction, but it does 
seem worthwhile to comment on the general techniques. They are 
measure theoretic algebra rather than topological algebra. One 
technique is to modify a function satisfying an identity a.e. in a 
loose sense so that the new function satisfies the identity everywhere 
or at least everywhere on an inessential contraction. This is the 
technique used in [9] and Sections 3 and 5 of [14]. Another sort 
of idea is that some sets which have measure zero relative to the 
obvious measure may be important for algebraic reasons, so it becomes 
necessary to find a way to recover them from the sets of positive 
measure. This applies to ranges of homomorphisms in particular, 
for even in the group case a closed subgroup usually has measure zero. 
Now let us recall some definitions and notations from [14]. An 
analytic (standard) Bore1 groupoid is an analytic (standard) Bore1 
space G with a Bore1 subset G c2) C G x G whose projection on _ 
either factor is all of G, a Bore1 multiplication m: Gc2) -+ G taking 
(x, y) to xy and a Bore1 mapping x + x-l, such that the operations 
m and ( )-’ render G a groupoid. This means that: (1) X( yx) is defined 
iff (~y)z is defined and then they are the same; (2) if (x, y) and 
(y, z) E Gc2), then (x, yz) E Gt2); and (3) for x in G, (XX-‘)x = x = 
x(x-%) (to write a product ab we assume (a, b) E Gc2)). Thus G is 
an abstract category with inverses. Thinking of the elements of G 
as mappings and composing so that f 0 g(x) = f(g(x)), XX-~ behaves 
like the identity function on the range of x and x-lx behaves like 
the identity function on the domain of x, so we designate them by 
Y(X) and d(x), respectively. Now r(G) = d(G) = U = LTc is a Bore1 
subset of G whose elements are called units. If S is an analytic 
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space and E C S x S is an analytic set which is an equivalence 
relation we call E an analytic equivalence relation. Taking E(2) = 
{((x9 Y), (Y, 4): (x, Y), (Y, 4 E E}, (x, Y)(Y, 2) = (x, 4 and (x, y)-l = 
(y, x), E becomes an analytic groupoid. We shall call a pair (G, C) a 
measurable groupoid if G is an analytic groupoid and C is a measure 
class on G which is invariant under ( )-’ (we say C is symmetric) 
and has a property called right invariance: Let C = [A] where 
h(G) < co, define x = d,(h) decompose X over x as X = JAU dx(u) 
(see Section 1) so for almost all U, A, is carried by d-l(u). If r(x) = U, 
then (&,x)(A) = &({y: d(y) = u and yx E A)) defines a measure on 
d-l(d(x)). We ask that there be a X-conull set U,, C U such that 
&JX and Ad(Z) have the same null sets whenever Y(X) and d(x) are 
in U, . The measure class C is called ergodic if every Bore1 functionf 
such that f 0 Y = f o d a.e. relative to A must be constant a.e. relative 
to x. The measurable groupoid (G, C) is a virtual group if C is ergodic. 
We call attention to the fact that several results in [14] which 
were stated for virtual groups are valid for all measurable groupoids 
(in particular we mention Theorem 5.1 and Lemma 5.2), and will be 
used in this paper. 
1. MEASURE THEORETIC CONSTRUCTIONS 
After some setting of notation and elementary remarks, in this 
section we recall the basic result about decompositions of measures 
and prove a lemma about how decompositions behave under mappings. 
After that we study tensor products (coproducts) of measure algebras, 
including relative tensor products. One result is that these do not 
exist in the usual categorical meaning of the term, but a suitable 
construction is available. We give this construction and a few of its 
properties. 
For information about standard and analytic Bore1 spaces, we refer 
the reader to Sections 33, 34, and 35 of [4], Sections l-6 of [7] and 
Chapter 1 of [13]. Some measure theoretic facts are stated as we 
need them in Section 2 of [14]. We assume all measures are a-finite, 
usually finite. If measures h and p have the same null sets we write 
x N ,u, and for given A we have [A] = {p: p N A}. We call a set 
conull if it has a complement of measure zero, and in that case 
say that the measure is carried by the set or concentrated on the 
set. The unit point mass ea: is carried by {x}. 
If (X, Q!) is a Bore1 space and h is a measure on 0!, the quotient 
of CZ by the a-ideal of h-null sets will be denoted M(h) and is a com- 
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plete Boolean algebra. The measure induced on M(X) will still be 
denoted by h, and the quotient u-homomorphism of GZ onto M(h) 
will be denoted by Q, qA or maybe q1 for q,,, if we need to distinguish 
several such. If f: (X, CPI) --+ (Y, @ is a Bore1 function from one Bore1 
space to another and h is a measure on 6Z the transform of h by f or 
direct image of h under f is denoted by f,(h): f,(h)(B) = h(f-l(B)) 
for BE.@. If p is another measure on 33 and f,(h) < p, then the 
formula f *(q,(B)) = qJ f -l(B)) defines a u-homomorphism f *: 
M(p) + M(h). Every such u-homomorphism arises in this way for 
analytic spaces; f * is onto iff f is one-one on some conull set and 
f * is one-one iff f,(h) N CL. Also f * = g* iff f = g a.e. 
LEMMA 1 .l. Let X be a set, G& a countable algebra of subsets of X, 
and 02 the u-algebra generated by 02, . If M is the set of finite measures 
on (X, 0) and has the smallest Bore1 structure relative to which p t-t p(A) 
is a Bore1 function for each A E GY, then ((h, CL): h < p} is a Bore1 set 
in M x M for the product Bore1 structure, and hence {(h, TV): X - ~1 
is also Borel. 
Proof. If h is a finite measure on 0Z, then CQ, is dense in f?Z relative 
to the metric induced by h. Hence if h, p E M and E > 0, 6 > 0, 
and if {A E a,: p(A) < S} C {A E CPI,: X(A) < E}, then we can use 
sequences converging relative to X + p to show that 
{AEGPI:~(A)<S)C{AE~)((A)~E}. 
It follows that 
In Section 2 of [14] we quoted a decomposition theorem for 
measures in less generality than we needed, and will correct that here. 
Also we want to point out a simple proof of the basic theorem, in 
Lemma 4.4 of [2]. First, let (X, h) be a standard finite measure 
space, let Y be an analytic quotient space of X, let p be the quotient 
mapping of X onto Y and suppose p -p*(h). Then there is a function 
Y c-t YP, Y> = x, f rom Y to the Bore1 measures on X such that: 
(a) for y E Y, h, is carried by p-‘(y); 
(b) if f is a positive Bore1 function on X, then y ++ Jf dh, is 
Bore1 on Y and jf dX = J (Jf dh,) dp(y). 
Several comments are now in order. We call such a family of measures 
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a decomposition of h over p relative top. Any two such decompositions 
agree a.e. relative to p, but occasionally (Section 6) small changes 
matter. Ordinarily only one measure p will be involved in a given 
context, so we do not take account of it in the notation h( p, y). If in 
fact v N TV and g = dp/dv, then y t-+g(y)h, gives a decomposition 
over v relative to p, and by the uniqueness result we know that any 
other agrees with this one a.e. If p = p.+(X) then almost every h, is a 
probability measure. If on the other hand we have only p.+(X) < p, 
we can still get a decomposition over p relative top by using dp*(X)/dp 
as above. Also, if v < h and g = dv/dh then we can define v,(E) = 
$gpE dA, to get a decomposition of v. One consequence of this is 
that if v < h then vu < h, a.e. for any decompositions, and if v - h 
then vu N &, for p-almost every y. Another fact, used in constructing 
fibered products of measures, is that x E+ Jfdh,(,, is Bore1 if f is 
Bore1 and nonnegative. 
Now for the extensions of these facts, first suppose g: X + Y is 
only a Bore1 function, not a quotient mapping. Then g(X) is still 
analytic, and the Bore1 structure inherited from Y is the quotient 
structure on g(X) b ecause they are comparable analytic structures. 
There is a set Y, -Cg(X) which is Bore1 in Y and p-conull in g(X), 
and we can let X, = 0 for y E Y - Y, to convert the decomposition 
over g(X) into one over Y. Thus we can get a decomposition relative 
to g over p whenever g: X -+ Y is a Bore1 function and g,(h) < p, 
where X is standard and Y is analytic. Finally let us show that it is 
enough for X, Y both to be analytic. Then there is a standard 
Xi C X which is h-conull. Let v(B) = X(B) for B _C Xi and Bore1 and 
let h = g 1 Xi . Then the decomposition of v gives measures v(h, y) 
on X, and if we define X(g, y)(B) = v(h, y)(B n X,) we get a decom- 
position of X. Now we are ready for the lemma about transforming 
decompositions as promised earlier. It is just a generalization of 
Lemma 11.3 of [6]. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let X, Y, 2, W be analytic Borel spaces and let h be 
a finite Bore1 measure on X. Let f: X + Y, p: X -+ 2, g: Z -+ W and 
q: Y ---f W be Bore1 functions such that q of = g o p almost everywhere 
relative to A. Set p = f,(h), A’ = p*(X), p’ = q+(p) = g*(X’). Let 
h = J A, dh’(z) and A’ = J &,’ d,u’(w) be decompositions of h and A’ 
relative top andg. For w E W, set Aw = J A, d&‘(x). Then X = JAW dp’(w) 
is a decomposition of h relative to g o p and TV = sf*(iV”) dp’(w) is a 
decomposition of p relative to q. If g is one-one then we can take &,,’ to be 
a unit point mass at g-‘(w) f or almost all w E W and then Aw = Xs-~(w) 
for those w’s. 
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Proof. For almost every w, X,’ is concentrated on g-‘(w). For 
A’-almost every z E 2, h, is concentrated on p-‘(z), so for p’-almost 
every w we know that X, is concentrated on p-‘(z) Cp-‘(g-‘(w)) for 
&‘-almost every a. Hence for almost every w the measure P is 
concentrated on (g 0 p)-‘(w). Al so if h is Bore1 and nonnegative on X 
then x w J h dh, is Bore1 and nonnegative on 2 so w t-+ J h dh” = 
JJ- h 4 dL’( x is Bore1 and nonnegative on IV, while > 
j-j h dh” d/i(w) = j/ h dh, d&,,‘(z) dp’(w) 
= 
11 
h dh, d/Y(x) 
= hdA. 
I 
Now if A is a Bore1 set in Y, 
Also, for almost every w relative to p’, Q 0 f = g 0 p a.e. relative 
to h”, and for P-almost every x, g 0 p(x) = w. Hence for p’-almost 
every w the measure f*(W) is concentrated on q-l(w). Thus p = 
Jf,(W) dp’(w) is a decomposition of p relative to q. 
For the last part, note that the function taking w to a unit point 
mass at g-‘(w) for w E g( Y) and the 0 measure for w 6 g(Y) is measur- 
able and hence agrees a.e. with a Bore1 function. 
By taking X = Y, 2 = IV, and f and g to be identity functions, 
the basic uniqueness property for decompositions gives a corollary 
of Lemma 1.2. Since it has a simple direct proof, we give that too. 
COROLLARY 1.3. Let (X, A), (Y, p) be analytic Bore1 spaces with 
finite measures and let g, h: X -+ Y be Bore1 functions with g = h a.e. 
and g,(h), h,(h) < p. Then h(g, y) = X(h, y) for p-almost all y, 
Proof. If X0 is conull and Bore1 and g = h on X0, then X,, is 
conull for almost every h(g, y) and almost every X(h, y). Set h(g, y) = 
X(h, y) = 0 for a null set of y’s so that X,, is always conull. Then 
the measures h(g, y) and h(h, y) restricted to X0 decompose X 
restricted to X,, and hence are almost always the same. 
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The next subject for discussion in this section is tensor products 
(sums, coproducts). In the category of Boolean algebras their existence 
follows easily by duality with Cartesian products of Stone spaces 
[3, 151, and similar techniques work for a-algebras [5], but for measure 
algebras there is no such construction. We will first explain why 
there is no coproduct for measure algebras and then discuss a con- 
struction which almost works and which is sufficient for our needs. 
Let A be Lebesgue measure on the Bore1 sets a, in [0, l] = I 
and let B, = B, = M(X). If A is a u-algebra with Stone space X 
and G!! is the u-algebra generated by the open-closed sets in X there 
is a natural a-homomorphism q of UZ onto A, and if ol: &? -+ A is 
any o-homomorphism then there is an a-measurable function 
g: X-+I such that 01 = qog- l. Now suppose A is a probability 
algebra and that 6 r , 6, are u-homomorphisms of B, , B, into A such 
that if C is any measure algebra and y1 , y2 are o-homomorphisms of 
B, , B, into C then there is a unique +homomorphism y: A --+ C 
such that y 0 6, = yr , y 0 6, = ya , i.e., suppose (A; 8, ,a,) is a 
coproduct of B, , B, . Then there exist functions fi , fi: X + I such 
that q of i1 = & (; = 1, 2). If h(x) = (x, x) is the diagonal map 
of X into X x X, and p, , p, are the projections of I x I onto I, 
thenwecanletf = fi x f20h: X-I x Iandnoticethatp,of = fi, 
so f is a-measurable. If $ = q 0 f-i then $ o p;r = q of i1 = 6, o qn .
Now let us consider some measure algebras C which test the coproduct 
property. Let v be a Bore1 measure on I x I such that pr*v + psev << A. 
Then we can define yi: B, -+ M(v) = C by vi(qA(E)) = qy( p;‘(E)). 
Let y: A -+ C be the a-homomorphism whose existence is guaranteed 
by the coproduct property. Then for each i, y o # o pi1 = y o t$ o q,, = 
‘yi o qA = qy o pil. Thus y o 4 and qy agree on {p,‘(E): E E L%‘> u 
{ p;l(E): E E 9}, which generates &?(I x I) as a a-algebra, so they 
are the same. Now p o #(E) = 0 implies #(E) = 0, which implies 
q”(E) = y 0 $(E) = 0. H ence v < p o # whenever v is a measure on 
I x I whose projections are absolutely continuous relative to A. If J 
is any line segment in I x 1 of slope 1 and length greater than zero, 
we can take v to be proportional to the length measure on J. It follows 
that p 0 I/ must give positive measure to any such J, and since there 
are uncountably many disjoint segments J, we arrive at a contradiction. 
Hence B, , B, have no coproduct. 
The construction we need is dual to that of products of measure 
spaces. If (Xl , &)(X2 , h) are standard measure spaces, B, = M(h,), 
B, = M(h,) and B = M(h, x A,), then the u-homomorphisms & , & 
taking q,(E,) to q(E, x X,) and qz(E,) to q(X, x E,) are isomorphisms 
of Bl , B2 into B. Then AMEl)) * BMEJ) = dEl x J4.h so Bd4) 
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and /3,(B,) are independent subalgebras of B. Therefore, if B, is the 
subalgebra of B generated by fi,(B,) u j?,(B,), then (B, , /31 , fiz) is an 
algebraic tensor product of B, , B, . We will write er @ e2 for the 
element fl,(e,) A &(e,). The triple (B, /I1 , &) serves as the best 
measure algebra substitute for a tensor product of B, , B, , and since 
the algebraic tensor product will not occur, the notation B, @ B, 
will be used for B, even though it is not really a tensor product. 
A more general construction corresponding to relative products, or 
relative tensor products, will also be necessary and we now proceed 
to that construction. 
Let (XI , X,), (X2 , X,) and (Y, p) be standard measure spaces, set 
Bi = &I(&), A = M(p) and suppose q: A -+ B, , l 2: A -+ B, are 
imbeddings. We want a measure algebra B = M(X) and imbeddings 
/?r: B, ---f B, /3a: B, -+ B such that /3r o or = & o l a , while jl,(B,) and 
fi,(B,) are independent over /3r o E,(A) (the latter is not really relevant). 
This is essentially dual to a fibered product situation and a construc- 
tion was given in [14] which goes as follows. Let p, , p, be Bore1 
functions of X, , X2 into Y inducing the inclusions or , e2 . The 
measure h is going to be carried by the set 
Xl x ’ x2 = {(Xl 7 x2> E Xl x x2: A(%> = Pz(X2% 
Decompose A, = J A,, &L(Y), AZ = J A,, &L(Y). If f is a nonnegative 
Bore1 function on XI x X2 definef O: Y + R, f l: Xl --+ R, f 2: X2 -+ R 
bY 
f”(r) = j f 4, x h2?J ) 
f'W = j 01 P x2) d~2P1(ZldX2)~ 
f"(xz> = j f@I 7 x2> 4D,(&l). 
Then f O, f l, f 2 are Bore1 functions because they are if f (x1 , x2) = 
g(q) h(x,) with g and h nonnegative and Borel, and the set of f’s 
for which they are Bore1 is closed under monotone limits and linear 
operations. Thus we can define h = J h,, x A2!, &( y) and compute 
z=z jyfodtL = jfdh. 
SSO/I5/1-5 
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Writing l a: for the point mass at x, this shows X = J 4, x X2P,(s,) d&(x,). 
By symmetry we get JfdA = Jf” dA, , so A = JXlp,(z,) x E,+ dh,(x,). 
Several facts are fairly easy to check: h(X, x X2 - Xi x ’ X2) = 0, 
X depends only on A,, A,, pL, pi , and c2 and not on the particular 
decompositions of h i , A, or choice of p, , p, so we will denote it by 
A, x ’ A, (ignoring the p and E r , c2 in our notation). The measure 
class [A, x ’ A,] depends only on [A,], [AZ], q , and e2 and we will 
write Jf(&) Ql1,EZ n/r(&) for M(X, x’ A2), or more often simply 
M(h,) 0 M(h,) for typographical simplicity. If A,(&) > 0 then 
A(& x X2) > 0 while if h,(E,) > 0 then X(X, x E,) > 0 so that the 
functions pi taking q,(E,) to g(E, x X,) and /I2 taking p,(E,) to 
q(X, x E,) are imbeddings of M(X,) and M(X,) into M(h). If 
e, = qi(E,) and e 2 = q,(E,) we may write e, 0 e2 for p(E, X EJ, 
and then &(e,) = e, 0’ 1, P2(e2) = 1 Q’ ea . Note that the elements 
e, 0’ ep generate M(X,) 0’ M(h,). If E is a Bore1 set in Y, then 
(P?(E) x X2) n Xl x’ X2 = (Xi x p;l(E)) n (Xi x’ X2), from 
which it follows that & 0 e1 = /3a o l a . The independence of /z$(B,) 
and B2P2) over A 0 q(A) does not matter; Theorem 1.6 is related 
to this and will serve our purposes. 
Notice that if vI < A, and v2 < A, then vly < A,, and v2y < A,, 
for almost all y and hence vi x ’ v2 < A, x ’ A, . The next lemma and 
its corollary are easy, but important for proving that weaker version 
of the functorial property of relative tensor products which is true here. 
LEMMA 1.4. Let X, , X, , Yx , Y2 , Z be analytic Bore1 spaces and 
let A, p, v be jinite Bore1 on XI , YI , Z respectively. Suppose that 
f: XI -+ X2 , g: YI -+ Y2 , p,: Xi + Z, qi: Yz --f Z are Bore1 functions 
with p, 0 f = p, , q2 0 g = q1 , and that pi*(X) - ql&) - v. Then 
(f x A*@ x ’ P) = f*(h) x ’ R*(P). 
Proof. For ordinary products this follows by evaluating the 
measures on measurable rectangles. If X = j’Az dv(z) is a decomposi- 
tion of h then by Lemma 1.2 f,(h) = Jf*(X,) dv(z) is a decomposition 
of f*(X), and similarly for p and g*(p). Hence, using Lemma 1.2 
again, 
(f x g)*@ x ’ PI = (f x g)* (J 4 x CL.2 44) 
= s f*(h) x g*(cLz) w4 
= f*@> x ’g*w* 
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COROLLARY 1.5. If X2 , p2 are measures on X2 , Y2 with f.+(A) < A, , 
g*(P) < P2 F then (f x g),(h x ’ p) < X2 x ’ p2 . If f,(h) - X2 and 
g&4 - p2 , then (f x &O x ' 1-4 - X2 x ' E.L~ . 
THEOREM 1.6. Suppose that for i = 1, 2 we have analytic finite 
measure spaces (Xi , Ai) and (Yi , pi) and a-homomorphisms 
CYi: M(&) -+ M(hi). Let (Z, V) b e an analytic Jinite measure space 
and let E{: M(v) + &I(& &: M(V) --t &!(A,) be imbeddings such 
that OIi 0 Ei = 6, for i = 1, 2. Then there is a unique o-homomorphism 
01: M(h) 0’ M(p2) + M(h,) 0’ &!(A,) such that ol(e, 0’ e,) = 
ol,(e,) 0’ a2(e2) for e, E M(&, e2 E M(p.,). If each cxi is an isomorphism, 
so is 01. 
Proof. For i = 1, 2, let pi induce ai , let pi+2 induce ci and let 
fi induce CQ . Then p, = pa o fi a.e. and p, = p, 0 f2 a.e. Then 
Lemma 1.4 and Corollary 1.5 imply that (fi x f2)* exists, and it 
is not hard to show that it will serve for a. The uniqueness of (y. follows 
from the fact that the elements e, 0’ e2 generate iVZ(pJ 0’ k&J. 
If each CQ is one-one then f,,(h,) N pi and f2*(h2) N p2 so 
(fi x f,),(h, x ’ h2) N pi x ’ p2 , and hence DL is one-one. If each cyi is 
onto, then each fi is one-one on a conull set and hence fi x fi is 
one-one on a X, x ’ X2-conull set, so that 01 is onto. 
Remarks. (a) It is clear from this that +(M((c~i)) u a2(M(p2)) 
generates o~(M(pr) 0’ M(pa)) as a u-algebra. 
(b) An essential uniqueness of M(p,) 0’ M(& as a construction 
follows from Theorem 1.6. 
(c) We write oil 0’ 01~ for 01. 
In Section 7 we have occasion to use a test for when a measure is 
equivalent to a fibered product. 
LEMMA 1.7. Let X, Y, Z, W be analytic Bore1 spaces, and let 
f: x * Y, g: x + z, p: Y + W, q: Z -+ W be Bore1 functions with 
P 0 f = q o g. Let h be a jinite measure on X and set p = f,(h), 
v = g*(4, r = p.+(,u) = q*(v). Then (f, g): X --) Y x Z induces an 
isomorphism of M(p x ’ v) onto M(X) i. f,(h(g, z)) N ~(p, q(x)) for 
p-almost every x and (f, g) is one-one a.e. 
Proof. (f,g) ’ d m uces an imbedding iff (f, g)*(X) N TV x ’ v. If p, 
is the projection of Y x Z onto Z, then according to Lemma 1.2 
we can take (f, g)&)(p2, 4 = (f, g),(Ng, 4) = f&U x G. Also 
CL X’v(P294 = P(PYd4) x E@ by construction of p x ’ v. Thus the 
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first condition is equivalent to (f, g)*(A) - TV x ’ V, i.e. (f, g)* exists 
and is one-one, while the second condition is equivalent to (f, g)* 
being onto. 
As a final remark, we point out that fibered products of three or 
more measures are associative, in the same sense that ordinary 
products are. If we have h, , h, , h, , TV on X, , X, , X, , Y and 
p,: Xi -+ Y for i = 1, 2, 3, with p&hi) - p, then 
(4 x’ h2)(Pl x P2 ,Y) = UP, 9Y) x X2(P2 ,Y) 
and similarly for ha x ’ X, , so that (h, x ’ ha) x ’ ha and h, x ’ (h, x ’ ha) 
are both given by J h,, x X,, x X,, C&(Y). 
2. MEASURE THEORY OF GROUPOID ACTIONS 
In this section we develop some of the tools for dealing with 
transformations of measures on spaces on which a groupoid acts. 
These actions of course need to be Bore1 actions. The case of a group 
action provides the motivation, and suggests other results, but we 
develop only the generalizations needed in the rest of the paper. 
Let S be an analytic Bore1 space and let G be an analytic Bore1 
groupoid, and let G act on 5’ on the right [14], so that for each x E G, 
there are Bore1 sets D(x), R(x) C S and that s F-+ sx is a Bore1 
isomorphism of D(x) onto R(x), and lJ (D(x): x E G) = S. Also we 
require that F = {(s, x) E S x G: sx is defined} to be Bore1 in S x G 
and (s, x) ++ sx to be Borel. In this setting we can consider the action 
of G on certain measures on S, generalizing the action of a group 
on measures defined on a set on which the group acts. If v is carried 
by D(x) then v * x can be defined by v * x(A) = v({s E D(x): sx E A)). 
Actually the formula makes sense anyway, but if v(S) > 0 and 
v(D(x)) = 0, then v * x = 0 even though v # 0, which is not 
acceptable in a groupoid action since the transformations would not 
be one-one. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let A’ = M(S) denote the set of $nite Bore1 measures 
on S and for v E A%’ and x E G define v . x(A) = v({s E D(x): sx E A}) 
whenever A C S is Borel. Then (v, x) I-+ v * x is a Bore1 function from 
.A! x G to .M. If M,, = {v E A’: for some x E G, v(S - D(x)) = 0}, 
then J,, is analytic in S and the function (v, x) t+ v . xfrom A’,, x ’ G = 
{(v, x): v(S - D(x)) = O> to A,, defines a (Borel) action of G on &ZO .
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Proof. For (s, X) E F = ((s, x): s E D(x)} we define T(S, CC) = (sx, x-l), 
and note that T is a Bore1 automorphism of F. We can also regard T as a 
Bore1 function from F to S x G. Next, notice that (vi , ~a) t-+ vr x v2 
is a Bore1 function from A(S) x A(G) to A(S x G) and that 
x -+ Ed is Bore1 from G to A?(G) so that (v, X) ++ v x E% is Bore1 from 
A! x G to A(S x G). Now if A is Bore1 in S and (v, X) E ~4’ x G, 
we have 
(v . x)(A) = v({s E Is: sx E A}) 
= v x E,(T+(A x G)), 
so that (v, X) t+ (v - x)(A) is a Bore1 function on J& x G. Hence 
(v, x) ++ v * x is a Bore1 function. 
Now v(S - D(x)) = 0 iff (v - x)(S) = (v * x)(R(x)) = v(D(x)) = 
v(S), so {(v, x): v(S - D(x)) = O} is a Bore1 subset of A! x G. Since 
A,, is the projection into A’ of this set, ~4’~ must be analytic, and 
{(v, x): v(S - D(x)) = O} is a Bore1 set in A,, x G. 
From the way measures transform under functions in general, it is 
clear that if (x, y) E Gt2) and v(D(x)) = v(S) then (v - x)(D(y)) = 
(v - x)(R(x)) = v(S) and (v * X) my = v * (xy) and that if u is a unit 
and v(D(u)) = v(S) then v . u = v. 
The question arises as to whether A!,, is not in fact a Bore1 set 
in ~4’. To answer this in the affirmative we seem to need the action 
to be one which respects a partition of S, where the partition 
corresponds to a Bore1 function from S onto another analytic space. 
The next lemma is used in the proof. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let T be a countably separated Bore1 space. Then 
P = {p E .k(T): for some t, p(T - {t)) = 0} is a Borel set in k’(T). 
Proof. The Bore1 structure on A(T) is the smallest relative to 
which TV + p(A) is Bore1 for each Bore1 set A C T. If E1, E, ,..., 
are Bore1 sets which separate points in T, then for each n the set 
Mm = {CL: CL&J 1-4 T - En) = 01 is a Bore1 set. It is easy to show 
that P = n {M,: n = 1, 2,...). 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let G be an analytic Bore1 groupoid acting on an 
analytic Bore1 space S in a Bore1 manner. We call it a partition action 
if there are an analytic Bore1 space T and Bore1 functions p of S 
onto T and p of G onto T such that F = {(s, x); p(s) = Q(X)}, so that 
w = P-%(4) f or x E G. We also say the action is partitioned 
over T. 
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LEMMA 2.4. If the action of G on S is a partition action, then 
A’, is a Borel set in A(S). 
Proof. Let P, q, T be taken from the definition of partition action. 
If A is a Bore1 set in T, then p-l(A) is Bore1 in S so v +p,(v)(A) = 
v(p-l(A)) is a Bore1 function on A’(S). The level sets of p are the 
sets D(x) for x E G, so A’a = {v E A?(S): p.+(v) is concentrated on 
one point). Since T is countably separated, A!,, is the inverse image 
under a Bore1 function of a Bore1 set. 
COROLLARY 2.5. If the action of G on S is true, then J&‘,, is a Bore1 
set. 
Proof. If s E S, ur , ua E U and sul , sus are defined then (sur)us is 
defined so urus is defined and ui = ua . Thus there is a functionp of S 
onto U such that p(s) = r(x) iff sx is defined. Now {(s, u) E S x U: 
SED(U)}=SX UnFandhenceisaBorelsetWinSx U.IfA 
is Bore1 in U, p-l(A) is the projection onto S of (S x A) n W 
and the projection is one-one on W, so p is a Bore1 function. 
We will need a direct consequence of Lemma 2.1; it is the form 
of the statement that is different, not the essential content. The next 
lemma helps to set the context. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let the action of G on S be partitioned over T, with 
p: S -+ T, q: G -+ T the functions involved. Then there is a unique 
action of G on T such that p is G-equivariant from S to T. 
Proof. If there is an equivariant action, p(s)x = p(sx) whenever 
(s, x) E S x’ G, i.e., T X' G = ((p(s), x): (s, x) E S x ’ G} andp(s)x = 
p(sx). This proves uniqueness, and to show existence we must check 
that this defines an action. First of all, T x ’ G = ((t, x) E T x G: 
t = q(x)) is the inverse image of the diagonal in T x T under the 
Bore1 function which takes (t, x) to (t, q(x)), so T x ’ G is Bore1 in 
T x G. Next, the Bore1 structure on T x ’ G is the quotient structure 
from S x ’ G, and the function (s, x) I-+ p(sx) is Borel. Now if p(s,) = 
PCS,) and ($1 3 x), (sa , x) E S x ’ G, then sr , ss E D(x) = ppi(q(x)) so 
srx, szx E R(x) = D(x-l) = p-l(q(x-I)), i.e., p(s,x) = p(s,x). Thus 
(s, x) t-+ p(sx) factors into the projection of S x ’ G onto T x ’ G and 
the “action” T x ’ G -+ T. Since the composition is Borel, so is the 
“action.” The two defining properties of an action (units act properly 
and t(xy) = (tx)y if (t, x) E T x ’ G, (x, y) E Gc2)) are inherited from S. 
Note that another way to define the action is by D(x)x = R(x), 
because the elements of T can be regarded as the sets in the partition 
of s. 
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LEMMA 2.7. Let the action of G on S be partitioned over 
T relative to p, q and suppose v is a Bore1 function from T x ’ U = 
{(t, u) E T x U: t = q(u)} to A?(S). Then (t, x) + v(t, r(x))x is Bore1 
from T x ’ G to &z’(S). Whenever v(t, r(x)) is concentrated on D(x) = 
p-‘(t) then v(t, r(x)) * x is concentrated on R(x) = p-‘(tx). 
LEMMA 2.8. Let G, S, T, p, q be as in Lemma 2.7. Suppose (G, [A]) 
is a measurable groupoid with h(G) = I and suppose X = J A, dX(u) is 
a decomposition of h relative to d with h,(G) always 1. If v is a Bore1 
function from T x ’ G to A,(G x ’ G) (probability measures on 
G x ‘ G), then (t, u) I-+ v’(t, u) = J v(t, x) d&(x) is a Bore1 function 
from T X' U to AI(S x ’ G). 
Proof. It suffices to show that if f: T x ’ G -+ [0, I] is a Bore1 
function then the function f ‘: T x ’ U -+ [0, l] defined by f ‘(t, u) = 
Jf (t, X) d&(x) is a Bore1 function. If g: T -+ R and h: G + R are 
Bore1 and f(t, X) = g(t) h(x) for (t, X) E T y, ’ G the conclusion is 
clear. Now use the standard reasoning about linearity and monotone 
limits. 
An important notion in the study of actions of groups is that of 
quasiinvariant measure. The next theorem states that two possible 
ways of defining the notion are equivalent. For motivation the reader 
is encouraged to look at Corollary 2.10, where the special case of a 
group is considered. Half of Corollary 2.10 is contained in Theorem 4.3 
of [14]. It should be remarked that the restriction to partition actions 
made here is for the purpose of allowing the construction of a measure 
on F from one on S and one on G using the fibered product of mea- 
sures. Possibly some variation could be used in general. This result 
is just a generalization of Proposition 2.5 on page 72 of [l]. 
THEOREM 2.9. Let (G, [CL]) b e a measurable groupoid with pu( G) = 1 
and let G have an action on an analytic Bore1 space S which is partitioned 
over the analytic Bore1 space T using p: S -+ T and q: G -+ T. Let 
r be the associated Bore1 automorphism of F = S x ’ G. If h is a 
probability measure on S such that p,(h) - q.+.(p), define A x ’ p = 
JX(p, t) x ~(9, t) dp,(h)(t), where h(p, *) and p(q, *) decompose h and TV 
over p*(X) relative to p, q. Then h x ’ p is r-quasiinvariant a$f for 
p,(X)-almost all t in T we have h(p, t)x - X(p, tx) for p(q, t)-almost 
all x in q-‘(t), and this happens a# for p-almost all x we have 
A( PY q(x))x - X(P, 4(x-W 
Proof. We may as well suppose, for use in a moment, that p is 
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symmetric. If A is a Bore1 set in S x ’ G and x E G, then the x-section 
is denoted by A, , and we calculate 
T-‘(LQ = ((s, x) E S x ’ G: (sx, x-l) E A}# 
= (s E s: sx E A&} 
= (A&x-? 
Also A x ’ p = J A(p, q(x)) x Es d/L(x), so 
T*(h x ’ P&9 = J h(P, q(x); (~&)~1) 44x) 
Thus ~*(h x ’ CL) = J (A($, ~(x-‘))x-~) x ea: C&(X), and this is equiv- 
alent to A X’ ~1 iff h(p, p(x-l))x-l - X(p, q(x)) for p-almost every x, 
by the fact that two measures are equivalent iff almost all constituents 
in their decompositions are equivalent. Hence T+(A x ’ p) - h x ’ p 
iff YP, 4wx - h(p, q(x-r)) for p-almost every x. The equivalence 
with the other condition holds because p = J&, t) u’p,(h)(t). 
COROLLARY 2.10. Let G be a locally compact group and let S be 
an analytic Bore1 G-space. Let p be a measure in the class of Haar 
measure and let h be a jinite Bore1 measure on S. DeJine T(S, x) = 
(sx, x-l) for (s, x) E S x G. Then h is G-quasiinvariant isf A x p is 
r-quasiinvariant. 
Proof. Here T consists of just one point and X x ’ p = h x p, so 
each h(1, t) = h and the preceding theorem says that A x p is quasi- 
invariant iff Ax N h for p-almost all x. The set {x E G: Ax - A} is a 
subsemigroup of G, and being conull must be all of G. 
DEFINITION 2.11. If (G, [p]) is a measurable groupoid with a 
right partition action on an analytic Bore1 space S, we call a measure 
h on S quasiinvariant under the action iff any and hence all of the 
three equivalent conditions of Theorem 2.9 hold. 
THEOREM 2.12. Let (G, [p]) b e an analytic measurable groupoid and 
let G have an action on an analytic Bore1 space S which is partitioned 
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over the analytic Bore1 space T using p: S -+ T and q: G + T. If X 
is a @site measure on S quasiinvariant unakr the action, and X(p, a) 
is a decomposition of h relative to p, then there is an i.c. G, of G such 
that h(p, q(x)) * x - X(p, q(x-l)) whenever x E G, . 
Proof. If F is the set of all such x’s in G, then F is conull by 
Theorem 2.9, and it is straightforward to show that F is closed under 
multiplication. Hence F contains an i.c. 
THEOREM 2.13. Let (G, [p]) b e a measurable groupoid and let 
S, , S, be analytic Bore1 spaces on which G has actions partitioned 
over the analytic Bore1 space T relative to p, , q and p, , q respectively. 
Let f: S, -+ S, be an equivariant Bore1 function (p, of = p, and 
f (sx) = f (s)x ;f (s, x) E S, x ’ G), let A, be a Jinite measure on S, 
and set A, = f&l,). Decompose A, over A, relative to f: A, = 
S Uf, s) 4(s). Then h ’ 4 zs m&invariant zfjf A, is quasiinvariant and the 
set {(s, x) E S, x ’ G: A,( f, s) * x N A,( f, sx)} is A, x ’ CL-conull. 
Proof. If A, = J A,( p, , t) d&‘(t) is a decomposition of A, relative 
to P2 Y where A,’ = p&X,) = p,*(X,), then we can take h,(p, , t) = 
J’ A,( f, s) dh,(p, , t; s) to decompose A, over A,’ relative to p, . By 
Lemma 1.2 if t = q(x) we have h,(p, , t)x = J h,(f, s)x d(h,(p, , t)x)(s). 
If this is equivalent to X,(p, , tx), then h2(p2 , t)x N X,(p, , tx) and 
also X,(f, s)x N X,(f, sx) for X,(p, , t)-almost all s, and conversely. 
These facts combine to give the desired result. 
Remarks. (1) If we define g(s, x) = (f(s), x) for (s, x) E S, x ’ G, 
and let 7 r ,7s be the automorphisms of S, x ’ G and S, x ’ G, then 
g 0 71 = 7s 0 g and g,(X, x ’ CL) = A, x ’ p. This gives another proof 
that if A, is quasi-invariant then so is A, . 
(2) This theorem should generalize to mappings between actions 
partitioned over different spaces, but it will be more complicated and 
we will not need the result in this paper. 
3. BOOLEAN DUALS OF GROUPOIDS 
Let (G, C) be a measurable groupoid and suppose Gt2) is the 
domain of the multiplication on G while d and r are the domain and 
range mappings. Let us consider how to define cogroupoids. For 
groups the objects G t2), d, r are trivial and they therefore do not 
enter into the formulation of cogroups. However for cogroupoids it 
will be necessary to include them explicitly. The mapping ( )-” 
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taking x to x-l will also be included explicitly in the formulation. 
Since Gt2) = {(x, y): d(x) = r(y)) is th e inverse image of the diagonal 
in UX U(U= UC) under d x Y, there is a natural measure class 
induced on Gt2) by C. The construction was given in Section 1 and 
goes as follows. Let h E C be a probability measure, which can be 
taken to be invariant under ( )-‘. Let x = d,(A) = r*(h) and 
A = j-h,d&) = JPdx( > u w h ere A, is carried by d-l(u) and AU is 
carried by r-r(u). Then 
At2) = 1 A, x A” d&) = 1 A,(,, x Ed dh(x) = 1 l z x Ad(*) dh(x) 
is a measure on G x G for which Xt2)(G x G - Gt2)) = 0, and may 
be regarded as a measure on G t2). The measure class of At2) depends 
only on C and can be denoted by 15”~). If M = M(h), iI? = M(x), 
6 = d* and p = r*, then Mt2) = M(Xc2)) is the relative tensor 
product M QP M. Now we need to show that the multiplication 
m: Gf2) --f G induces a a-imbedding m*: M -+ Mt2). 
LEMMA 3.1. For a Borel set E C G, h(E) = 0 z# X@)(m-l(E)) = 0. 
Proof. It is convenient to write xA for (xy: y E A and (x, y) E G(2)). 
Then 
~‘2’(m-1w = s, s,-l(d(z)) %-I(&> Ydhd’“‘(Y) w.4 
= kyx-1E) dA(x). s G 
For almost all X, Ad(“)(rlE) = 0 iff h’(“)(E) = 0 because C is in- 
variant, so we have: h(2)(m-1(E)) = 0 iff Ad(“)(rlE) = 0 for almost all 
x iff h’(“)(E) = 0 for almost all x iff r-I({u: AU(E) > O> is h-null iff 
(a: h”(E) > 0} is X-null iff X(E) = 0. 
From two of the formulas for Xt2) it is clear that the projections 
p, , p, of G x G onto G carry Xc2) to A, because almost every Pz) 
and almost every )(Ttz) will be a probability measure. Thus p,* = jr 
and p,* = i2 exist and they are the natural imbeddings of M as 
factors in the relative tensor product. 
If Tl(X, y) = (qJ, y-l) and T2(x, y) = (x-l, xy) for (x, y) E Gc2), 
then Tl and T2 are Bore1 automorphisms of Gc2) with T12 = T22 = i. 
LEMMA 3.2. Tl and T2 reserve the measure class of At2). 
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Proof. It will suffice to give the proof for T, . If E is a Bore1 
set in G@), 
T,N’(E) = P)(((x, y) E G@‘: (xy, y-l) E E}) 
= s c h,,({x: (XY, y-9 E El WY) 
Now X”‘(E) = JG h,,P’) ~YY), and for almost all y E G we have 
h,)W = 0 if h/)(~Y) = 0 w l-l enever A L G is Borel. It follows 
that Ac2)(E) = 0 iff T,,X@)(E) = 0. 
These results will show that the proper automorphisms and 
imbeddings used in defining groupoids make sense. The associative 
law is more complicated, so it seems worthwhile to take the time 
to make sure it is properly formulated. The domain of the opera- 
tion corresponds to W2), and on the set level we have Gc2) = 
((x, y): d(x) = r(y)}. Because d(xy) = d(y) and r(yz) = r(y) when- 
ever xy and yx are defined, the sets Gi3’ = {(x, y, x): xy is defined 
and (xy)x is defined) and Gi3’ = ((x, y, a): yz is defined and x(yz) 
is defined} are both the same as Gt3) = {(x, y, x): xy and yz are 
defined): each of them is {(x, y, z): d(x) = r(y), d(y) = r(z)}. By 
construction, we have Mt2) = M @B,P M with j, , j, the inclusions 
of M into Mt2). Thus we have jr 0 p, j2 0 6, jr 0 6, and j, 0 p imbedding 
i@ into Mt2) and also j, 0 S = j, 0 p. The set Gi3’ corresponds to 
Mc2’ Oj,oa,p M, the set Gi3’ corresponds to M @s,jlop Mf2) and Gc3) 
corresponds to a triple relative tensor product Mc3) of M over a: the 
inclusions ii , i, , i, have the properties ir 0 S = i2 o p, i, o 6 = i, o p. 
Mt3) also corresponds in a fairly natural way to Mt2) @ll,iz M12), a 
relative tensor product over M. In formulating associativity for 
cogroupoids we must include the conditions dual to d(xy) = d(y) 
and r(xy) = r(x). At this point we show only that the various tensor 
products involved will be isomorphic in a natural way. 
To construct the measure hi3’ = ht2) x ’ h whose measure algebra 
; f(j;@j.oo M we first decompose hc2) relative to d 0 p, . Now 
dd x fy dL(Y) is carried by (d 0 p2)-l(u) and 
1 vu dX(u) = J A&) x Ey dh(y) = X(Z), 
SO we may take hh2’ = vu . Then Xi3) = f XL’) x P&(u). Similarly, 
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taking h(2)” = J E* x X d(Z) &(x) we get a decomposition of h(s) 
relative to Y op, , so 
xg) = I A, x X(2)u &l(u) 
= 
I 
Au x Es x Ad(r) dh”(x) dX(u) 
= ss h &.) x E* x Ad(=) dh”(x) dX(u) 
= 
s 
h &) x Ee x Ad’=) d/i(x). 
By symmetry, this is also hi3’, and it is clear that the measure is 
carried by {(x, y, z) E G x G x G: d(x) = r(y), d(z) = r(y)}. The 
fact that hj3’ = hks’ i g ves 
with M Qa,jlop 
a natural isomorphism of Ml21 @j2.,8,p M 
Mt2); let us write Mt3) for M(A:“). 
LEMMA 3.3. If p o 8 = j, o 6 and p 0 p = j, o p, then there exists 
a o-imbedding p+ from Mc2) to Mt3’ = Mi!,2.‘,,p Q M such that 
p+(e 0 1) = de) 0 1 f or e E M and a o-imbedding p+ from Ml21 to 
Mt3) = M QBsjlOp (ut2)) such that p+(l @ e) = 1 @ p(e) for e E M. 
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 1.6. 
Remark. The hypotheses are the duals of the properties d(xy) = 
d(y), r(xy) = r(x). This L emma will make it possible to state the 
Boolean dual of the associativity condition. 
The ergodicity condition is easy to state because of Lemma 4.1 
of [14], so we are now ready to give the definition of Boolean co- 
groupoid and virtual cogroups. 
DEFINITION 3.4. A Boolean cogroupoid is a 5-tuple (M, A?!, 6, 
( )-l, p) where M, %! are measure algebras, 6 is a a-imbedding of J? 
into M, ( )-’ is an automorphism of M with period two and ~1 is a 
a-imbedding of M into M t2) = M @e,p M where p = ( )-’ 0 6. These 
are subject to several conditions: Let jr , j, be the imbeddings of M 
into Mt2), and set M@) = Mt2) @jzOB,P M (= M QjIOp Mc2)), then: 
(a) TV o 6 = j2 0 6, p o p = jl 0 p and if p+ , CL+ are the cr-homo- 
morphisms Mt2) ---t Mt3) which exist according to Lemma 3.3, then 
P”cL = p-L+otG 
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(b) there exist automorphisms pi , ra of AP), each with period 
two, such that 
(9 710jl = LL, ~~0.i~ = CL 
(ii) ~~~j~=j~~()-~,7~~j~=j~~()-~. 
The cogroupoid is ergodic or a virtual cogroup iff e, , e2 E A??, 0 < e, 
and p(e.J 3 S(e,) imply e2 = 1. 
THEOREM 3.5. If(G, [A]) is a measurable groupoid, and m: Gt2) ---f G 
is the multiplication, then (M(X), M(X), d*, ( )-l, m*) is a Boolean 
cogroupoid. 
We call this the cogroupoid dual to G, or the Boolean dual of G. 
Some properties of groupoids can be seen to correspond to properties 
of their Boolean duals, by virtue of theorems proved in [14]. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let (G, [h]) b e a measurable groupoid with Boolean 
dual B := (M, m, 6, ( )-l, ,u). 
(a) (G, [X]) is ergodic isf B is ergodic. 
(b) (G, [A]) is essentially transitive isf there is a o-homomorphism 
/3: M(X) @ M(X) -+M(h)suchthat/30j1 = ()-‘~Sand~~j~ = 6. 
(c) (G, [h]) is essentially principal ;sf S(a) u ( )-‘(S(M)) 
generates M. 
THEOREM 3.7. If B = (M, ii?, 6, ( )-l, p) is a Boolean cogroupoid, 
then there is a measurable groupoid, whose Boolean dual is isomorphic 
to B. 
Proof. (This is rather long, so we break it into several steps.) 
Step I. Construct an “Almost Groupoid” 
Let h be a probability measure on I = [0, l] such that M = M(h) 
with X(e-I) = h(e) for e E M. Let U be a standard Bore1 space with 
measure x such that M(x) = A? and let d be a Bore1 function from I 
onto U such that S = d* and x = d,(X). There must exist a Bore1 
function y: I -+ I such that y 0 y = identity and q(E)-l = g(y-r(E)) 
for E E Bar(I). Then we can set r = d 0 y and have r* = p, with 
x = r.+.(X). If X = J A, dX(u) and h = J Au dX(u) are the decompositions 
of h relative to d and r respectively, then we may suppose AU = r*(X,). 
Then we construct A@) = J A, x AU dX(u) on P and M(ht2)) can be used 
for M(2) = M @8,P M. Taking F2) = {(x, y) ~1~: d(x) = r(y)}, the 
o-imbedding EL: M -+ Mt2) is induced by a function m: I@) -+ I. 
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Similarly we construct hC3) on 13, concentrated on P3) = {(x, y, z): 
r(y) = d(x), d(y) = r(z)> and there are Bore1 functions m, , mf 
inducing p + , p+. From Definition 2.4(a), m 0 m, = m 0 m+ a.e. and 
m+(x, Y, 4 = (4x, Y), ) x w I e h’l m+(x, y, z) = (x, m(y, .z)) for XC3)- 
almost all (x, y, a). If Tl and T, induce 7i , ~a , then from Definition 
2.4(b), we can show that Tl(x, y) = (m(x, y), y(y)) almost everywhere 
relative to hf2) and Tz(x, y) = (y(x), m(x, y)) a.e. We may also suppose 
that T, and T, are chosen so that T12 = Ts2 = i, so we see that for hc2)- 
almost all (x, y) E P2), m(m(x, y), y(y)) = x and m(r(x), m(x, y)) = y. 
Also, do m(x, y) = d(y) and r o m(x, y) = r(x) a.e. 
From this, we see that there is a h(2)-conull Bore1 set L _C P2) such 
that if (x, y) EL, then m(m(x, y), r(y)) = x, m(r(x), m(x, Y)) = y, 
Tl(xp Y) = @4x9 Y), Y(Y)), T2(x, Y) = (Y(X), 4x, Y)) and 4m(xy YN = 
d(y), while if (y, a) EL, then m(x, m(y, z)) = m(m(x, y), z) for 
X,(,)-almost all x. (By replacing L with L r\ T,(L) we may arrange 
that T,(L) = L). Th is set L will be used extensively in the rest of 
the proof. 
The functions m, d, r, y almost make I into a groupoid: The 
appropriate identities hold almost everywhere for the relevant 
measures, and this suffices for the purpose of constructing a measure 
theoretic isomorphism with a measurable groupoid. 
Step II. “invariance” of [A] 
We need to know that [X] is invariant on 1 in a suitable sense. 
We have A = y,(h) by assumption on X so the only question is about 
right invariance. 
Now T,: Gt2) -+ Gc2) is Bore1 and if p(x, y) = y for (x, y) E Gc2), 
then ~.+.(h(~)) = X and ht2) = Jh r(U) x eV dX(y) is a decomposition of 
h(2) over X relative to p. Also p o Tl = y 0 p a.e. relative to ht2) and 
y,(h) = A. H n e ce, by Lemma 1.2, Tl*(4w,~) x vy)) - &c,) x ev 
for h-almost all y. Therefore T,,(h,(,) x E,) *- Xdcy) x q2/) for 
h-almost all y. Since Wh,) x 4 = m(*,r>dh,d x c+) for 
X-almost all y, we have m(*, ~)~(h,.(,)) N hdcy) for h-almost all y which 
is the desired right invariance. 
Step III. A Mapping # of K into a Unitary Groupoid 
If g = dT&V2))/dh t2), then for h-almost all y we have g = 
dT~&(,, x v,,)ld&(,, x Q> and hence 
and 
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Choose a conull Bore1 set K C I with these properties: 
y E K implies Lg = (x: (x, y) EL} is A,(,)-conull and (3.1) holds, (3.2) 
and 
yoy=ionK and y(K) = K. (3.3) 
Then y E K implies D(Y) is A,(,)-conull, and x -+ m(x, y) is one-one 
from L” into d-l(d(y)). W e a so 1 will need to know that K can be 
chosen so that 
y E K implies A,(,,(1 - K) = X,(,)(1 - K) = 0. (3.4) 
To show that this is possible, let K, satisfy (3.2) and (3.3) and define 
Kl , K, >..., inductively by 
K n+l = {y E K,: A,(,,(1 - K,) = &,,(I - KJ = 01. 
Then each K, is Bore1 since y -+ Xdty) and y -+ &cl/) are, and conull 
(by induction). Now d 0 y = Y on K,, and Y 0 y = d on K,, , so if 
X,(,)(1 - K,) = A,(,)(1 - K,) = 0, then 
hm(~ - KJ = ~r(,u)(~ - J-G) = 0. 
In other words, y(K,+,) = K,,, . Set K = fiz-,, K, . Then K is 
Bore1 and conull, y(K) = K, y 0 y = i on K because K Z K,, , and 
(3.2) holds because KC K, . If y E K, then for every n we have 
y E K,,, so &,,(I - K,) = A,(,,(1 - K,) = 0. Hence (3.4) holds 
for K. It follows that 
if y E K, then K n Lr is A,(,)-conull. (3.5) 
If y E K, then the inverse of ~YZ( , y) 1 L” is m( , y(y)) by choice of L; 
also T,(x, y) = (m(x, y), y(y)) for x ELY, and since T,(L) = L we 
have Ly(v) = T,(L) Y(ZJ) = {m(x, y): x E Lu). Thus m( , y) takes Lu 
one-one onto Ly@). Since (3.1) holds, a simple calculation shows that 
the operator #r(y): L2(l, h,(g)) --t L2(A 4.d defined by (Jl(r)fXx> = 
g(x, y)lj2f(m(x, y)) is unitary. If H, = L2(1, A,) for u E U, then 
u -+ H, , U * H is a Hilbert bundle over U, and # maps K into the 
unitary groupoid of the bundle, which we will denote by @ [14]. If 
i, is the identity on H, , 4+(y)) = &G,) and MY)) = irtl/) . 
Let (I), denote the inner product in H, for u E U. If fi , f2 are 
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bounded Bore1 functions on I, regarded as elements of HdtV) and 
H T(y) respectively, then 
= s flM% 4)(f2(4>- &3x, .Y24h x 4% 4 
is a Bore1 function of y since y --t &,) x l y is Borel. Hence 3 is 
Bore1 from K to %. Extend 4 to be constant on I - K, taking as 
value the identity on some H, . 
Next we show that 4 is one-one on K. If y1 , ys E K and #(yJ = 
#(y2), then 4yJ = 4~~) and r(n) = r(y2h while m(x, rd = 4x, y2) 
for almost all x in L”l’n L % Hence for some x we have yr = 
m(r(x), 4x9 Yl)) = m(r(xh 4x9 Y2N = Y2 * 
Step IV. Construct a Subgroupoid of 42 Which is Boolean 
Isomorphic to the Given Cogroupoid 
First set v = 4,(h) and let G be the subgroupoid of % generated 
by 4(K). We shall show that (G, [v]) is a measurable groupoid whose 
dual Boolean cogroupoid is isomorphic to B. Since Q is a standard 
Bore1 groupoid the sets G, defined inductively by G, = 4(K), 
G n+l = { V,V,: (Vi , V,) E G, x ‘G,} u {V-l: V E G,) are analytic 
and hence so is G = (J {G,: n = 1, 2,...}. 
For Y E K 9MrN #(Y) is a unitary operator on Hdty) , which 
space we can identify with L2(L r(u), h,~,,), and the operator is obtained 
by composing with m( , y) 0 m( , y(y)) and multiplying by a positive 
function. Since the function composed with is the identity on Ly(Y), 
the unitary operator is the identity &,) . Similarly #(y) #(r(y)) is 
the identity on H,+) , so #(y(y)) = #(y)-l for y E K. Since 
v(% - t/(K)) = 0, it follows that v(P) = v(E) for E _C G. 
If (yi , y2) EL n m-‘(K), then #(yJ #(y2) is obtained by com- 
posing with 4 , y2) 0 m( , n) and then multiplying by a positive 
function. Since m( , y2) 0 m( , yJ = m( , m(y, , y2)) a.e., we must have 
4(n) $(y2) = Nm(rl , y2)). If Y E K m(x, Y) E K n Lvcy) for 4~ 
almost all x in L”, since K n LY(~) is A,(,)-conull. Thus if y E K, 
4(x) 4(y) = #(m(x, y)) for )c,(,j-almost all x. 
Next notice that for X-almost every u E U, X, is concentrated 
on d-l(u) n K because of (3.4). If we let /\,‘(E) = A,(K n E) then 
h = Jh,’ dA(u) is a decomposition of h, while &,, = &cV) and 
&,, = A,(,, for y E K. Also $.+(X,‘) is concentrated on #(d-l(u) n K) 
and therefore on d-l(i,) n G where iql is the identity on H, . Now 
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v = J #*(&J dX(u) and u --+ i, carries x to d,(v), so we can take 
v. = I),&‘) in th e d ecomposition of v relative to d. The decomposi- 
t&r of v relative to Y follows by symmetry with A”’ = (A,‘)-l, and 
we also get 
v(2) = 
5 (3 x 4)*(& x w a4 
since 
= f #*(Ah’) x #*W’) ~~(a 
(# x (b)*&’ x @‘I = ?b*(hL’) x ICl*W’). 
This fact, combined with the result of the preceding paragraph shows 
that the function m,: Gt2) 4 G taking (V, , I’,) to V,V, induces a map 
M(v)+M(v@)) h h w ic corresponds to the given map II: M(h) -+ M(h(2)), 
i.e., p 0 ** = (* X $)* 0 ml*. 
To show that [v] is invariant, we calculate for y E K, and E C G: 
$+.(X,~,~)({V: V$(y) is defined and in E}) 
= hY,(b ELy: e9 #(Y> E 4) 
= h,(,)({x EL”: m(x, Y> EK and v++, Y)) E Cl) 
= #*(m( 7 Y)*hdW 
Since m( , Y)&~c~)) - by) for Y E K &,) = hy) and &,) = AA,) , 
we see that y E K implies v+.Q(~)) . $(y) - v~Q(~)) . Set F = {V E G: 
“r(v) * v N vdcv)}. Since r( V-l) = d(V), I’ E F implies V-l E F. If 
P’,,~~,)E(FxF)~G t2), then r(V,) = d(V,), r(V,V,) = r(V,) and 
d(V,V,) = d(V2). while 
- Vd( VJ * “2 
- “d(V,) . 
Thus F is also a subgroupoid. Since t,b(K) C F, we have G = F. 
Now (G, [v]) is an analytic Bore1 groupoid with invariant measure 
class and $* is an isomorphism of M(v) onto M, while u -+ i, induces 
an isomorphism of M( ) 6 onto l@. The various functional identities 
or almost everywhere identities needed to prove that these maps 
establish a cogroupoid isomorphism were established above. 
580/15/r-6 
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THEOREM 3.8. If (Gl , Cl) and (G, , C,) are analytic Bore1 
groupoids with invariant measure classes, and their Boolean duals B, , B, 
are isomorphic, then GI and G, have isomorphic inessential contractions. 
Proof. From the isomorphism of B, , B, we deduce that there 
exist Bore1 functions #i: G, -+ G, and #a: G, -+ G, such that 
&(xy) = J,&(X) &(y) for almost all (x, y) E Gj2’ and #i 0 $a and 
4% o & agree a.e. with the appropriate identities. The proof of 
Theorem 5.1 of [14] applies without ergodicity of the groupoid G, 
so we may suppose $i and #a are (algebraically) homomorphisms on 
i.c.‘s G,,, and G,,, . By choosing G,,, first and then G,,, so that 
G,,, C #;l(G,,,), we can have &(Gr,J _C G,,, , and then #2 0 #i is a 
homomorphism on G,,, . The set where #2 0 #i agrees with the 
identity is a subgroupoid and being conull it must contain an i.c. 
G,, c 6, . Now J,!J,(G,,,) is a conull subgroupoid of G,,, and so 
contains an i.c. G,,, . Set G,,, = #i’(Ga,a), and notice that Q!J~ is an 
isomorphism of G,,, onto G,,, , p reserving null sets. Finally, if d(x) 
and r(x) E GI,3 for x E G, , then 4,W) = W(4 and rW(4) = #(r(4) 
are in Ga,a so $(x) E G,,, and hence x E Gr,a . Thus G,,, is an i.c. 
4. BOOLEAN DUALS OF HOMOMORPHISMS (I) 
In this section we begin to study the connection between homo- 
morphisms of measurable groupoids and maps relating their Boolean 
duals. We consider v: (G, , C,) + (G, , C,) and ask for conditions 
which make the connection an easy one to establish. If C, = [&I and 
C, = [&] one easy situation to study is that in which ?*(A,) < X, 
so that v*: M(X,) --f M(h,) exists. We shall say v*(Ci) < C, when 
cp.&,) < h, , and write M([h]) for M(h) for any measure h. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let (G, , C,) and (G, , C,) be measurable groupoids 
with Boolean duals B, = (MI , A?I , pI , (C)-l, 6,) and B, = (M, , i@2 , 
p2 , (c)-l, 6,). The mapping v -+ q~* takes the set of homomorphisms v 
for which v,,(C,) < C, onto the set of o-homomorphisms cu: M2 -+ MI 
for which @) o p1 = pLz 0 (Y. The mapping is one-one on equivalence 
classes of homomorphisms mod&o agreement on conull sets. 
Proof. Any v* clearly satisfies the desired conditions. If a: 
M, -+ MI is such a a-homomorphism, letf: Gr -+ Gs be any function 
withf * = CL Then f (x) f (y) is defined and equal to f (xy) for almost 
all (X y) E Gj2’ so by Theorem 5.1 of [14], there is a Bore1 function 
v: Gi’+ G2 wh;ch agrees with f a.e.(so v* = CX) and is algebraically a 
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homomorphism on some i.c. of G, . Denoting v / UG, by $5 we have 
$5 o d = do q a.e. so +.J,C,) < C, and hence y is in fact a homo- 
morphism. The last statement is true because pi* = ~a* iff yi = y2 
a.e. 
The next result characterizes quotient measurable groupoids in 
Boolean terms. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let (M, ,A?l 1 , p1 , ( )-l, 6,) be a cogroupoid and let 
Mz be a closed subalgebra of Ml . Set A??, = Si’(M,), pz = ,ul 1 M2 let 
( )-l denote its own restriction to M, , and set 6, = 6, 1 M, . Then 
(M, , A?g , p.Lz , ( )-l, S,) is a cogroupoid z# 
(41) {e-i: e E MS} = M, ; 
(~2) p2(M.J is contained in the closed subalgebra of Mi2) generated 
bY hW2) lJj2(M2), where j, , j, are the natural imbeddings of Ml 
into Mi2’. 
If Ml is ergodic, so is M2 . 
Proof. First suppose (M2 , A?, , p2, ( )-I, 8,) is a cogroupoid. Let 
(G 7 GNG2 > C2) b e rou 01 s w g P ‘d h ose duals are the given cogroupoids. 
Then the inclusion of M2 into Ml induces a homomorphism F of G, 
to G, such that ,,(C,) = C, , by Theorem 4.1. 
Proof of (ql). If e E M, , then there is a Bore1 A C G, such that 
q(q-l(A)) = e. Th en e-l = q(v-l(A)-l) = q(v-l(A-l)) E M2 . 
Proof of (42). We have 
($2) (2) 
1 - G2 
1 1 
Gl -+ G, 
a commutative diagram, so 
Plw? = Plb*MG))) = v(2)*(P2(M(C2))) c P’2)*P(q2))). 
The latter is the u-algebra generated by 
b*(ed 0 1: el E WC,)) u U 0 I*: e2 E WC,)1 
according to Remark (a) after Theorem 1.6. 
Now for the converse, suppose (ql) and (q2) hold. Then pi’(M.J = 
6i1(MJ = i@2 so ( )-I o S2 = pi 1 M, , and we denote this by p2 . 
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Represent M, as M(h) where A is a measure on a standard space X 
and let f: Gi ---t X be such that f*(M(h)) = M, C MI , with f * 
one-one. Represent Ma as M(x) w h ere x is the image of h on a quotient 
space Y of X, and let g: UG, -+ Y induce the inclusion of M(x) 
into nl. Then form At2) and Mi2) = M(ht2)). By Theorem 1.6, 
f’“’ = f x f 1 Gi2’ induces an inclusion of Mi2’ into Mi2’ and the 
image is the closed algebra Mi2)’ generated by j,(M,) uj2(M2). 
Clearly p2, 6, are imbeddings and ( )-’ is an automorphism of 
period 2. From pi o 6, = j2 o 6, and tar 0 pi = jr 0 pi it follows that 
p2 0 6, = j, 0 6, and p2 0 pz = jr 0 p2 , and from pi+ 0 pi = pi+ 0 tar 
it follows that p2+ o p2 = p2+ 0 p2. Thus condition (a) of Defini- 
tion 3.5 holds. For condition (b), note that if the automorphisms 
for MI are denoted pi , 72 then Tr( jl(Mz)) = p,(M,) C M12” and 
Tr( j2(M.J) = j,(( )-‘(M,)) = j&M,) C Mi2)‘, so that we must have 
T~(M~~“) C Mi2)‘, and since Til = or, or induces an automorphism 
of Mh2”. Similarly 72 induces an automorphism of Mi2)‘, and the 
composition properties required are inherited from MI . Ergodicity 
is also automatic for M2 if MI is ergodic. 
It is not hard to prove directly that if G is a measurable groupoid 
then so is the equivalence relation E = ((r(x), d(x)): x E G) when 
regarded as a groupoid and that E is ergodic if G is. However we 
shall deduce this fact from Theorem 4.2 along with a description 
of the Boolean dual of E. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let (G,C) b e a measurable groupoid with Boolean 
dual B = (M, A?, p, ( )-l, S). Let MI be the a-algebragenerated in M by 
S(i@) u p(a) (p = ( )-’ 0 6). Then B, = (MI, I@, p 1 MI , ( )-l, S is 
a cogroupoid and is the Boolean dual of the measurable equivalence 
relation E = ((r(x), d(x)): x rz G}. 
Proof. Let m be the multiplication, m: Gt2) -+ G, and let pi , p, 
be the coordinate projections. Then do m = do p, so ~1 o S = j, o S 
and hence p(S(A?)) C j,(M,). Similarly p(p(a)) C j,(M,), so p(M,) is 
contained in the u-algebra generated by j,(M,) u j,(M,); i.e., con- 
dition (42) of Theorem 4.2 holds. Condition (ql) holds because 
( Hw@)) = PM* 
Let (Gr , C,) be a groupoid of which B, is the Boolean dual and 
let g: G ---f Gi be a homomorphism such that g* is the imbedding of 
MI into M. The mappings 6, p take i@ into MI and g* 0 S = 6, 
g* 0 p = p, so we can define dI , rr: G1 -+ U, where U is the units 
of G, and have dI o g = d, a.e. and ri o g = r a.e. Thus (r, d): 
G+Ux Uand (rl,dI):GI -+ U x U induce the same measure 
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class on U x U, i.e., (r, d),(C) = (or , 4)*(C,). Hence (rr , 4)* is 
an isomorphism, so (ri , dr) is essentially an isomorphism. 
5. BOOLEAN DUALS OF HOMOMORPHISM (II) 
In this section we consider still another special class of homo- 
morphisms to find a way to translate them into Boolean terms. Here 
we will not require that rp* exist, but that +* exists. Since the maps 
q~* do not exist, then the v’s must be defined in a new way. We 
begin by giving an algebraic treatment of a different way to regard 
homomorphisms, then add the measure theoretic technicalities, and 
give the Boolean version only at the end. The idea is to connect 
homomorphisms with (a certain kind of) actions on the left. 
Let G, H be groupoids with U, , U, their respective sets of units 
and let 9: G -+ H be a homomorphism. We will prove a theorem 
and then state it. If $( U,) # U, , we can replace H by H / +( U,), 
so we suppose $5( UC) = U, . Let 4 = $5. Then let G x ’ H = 
{(x,~)EG x H:qod(x)=doq(x)=r(y)}anddefinea: G x’H--+H 
by a(~, y) = cp(x)y. Then a(x, y,y,) = a(x, y,)y, (both make sense 
and they are equal) whenever (x, yr , yz) E G x ’ ZP) = {(x, yr , yz): 
x E G, (n , ya) E H”’ and Q 0 d(x) = r(yr)}. Also a(xrx, , y) = 
a(~r , u(xa , y)) whenever (X 1 , x2 , y) E Gf2) x ’ H, the latter set being 
defined similarly. 
Conversely, let 9: U, -+ U, be onto, define G x ’ H, G x ’ Hc2), 
and Gt2) x ’ H as above, and suppose (I: G x ’ H -+ H is a function 
with those properties. Define v(x) = u(x, 4 o d(x)): this makes sense 
because r o Q o d(x) = 4 o d(x). Now if (x1 , x2) E Gc2) then d(x2) = 
d(x,x,) and 
d-v2> = 4x1x2 9 Q a 4x2)) 
= 4% Y 4x2 3 4 o 4x2))) 
= 4% 7 dx2N. 
Since ~(3 , ~J(x~)) makes sense, r(v(x,)) = 4 0 d(x,) and 
d%X2> = 4% 9 Q O 4x1) dx2N 
= 4% , 4 o 4%)) dx2> 
= P)(Xl> ?+2)* 
Also if (x, y) E G x ’ H then a(%, y) = u(x, q 0 d(x)y) = my. Thus 
v -+ ($5, a) is one-one and onto. 
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THEOREM 5.1. If G and H are groupoids then there is a one-one 
correspondence b tween the set of homomorphisms q: G -+ H with Q? onto 
and the set of pairs (q, a) f or which q maps U, onto U, and a maps 
G x ’ H = ((x, y) E G x H: q 0 d(x) = r(y)} to H and the following 
are satisfied. 
If(x,y)~G x’H, thenroa(x,y) = qor(x). (5-l) 
If(x,,x,,y)~G(~) x’H, then (5.2) 
If (x, y) E G x ’ H, then d 0 a@, y) = d(y). 
If (x, y1 , y2) E G x ’ Ht2), then 
4% YlY2) = 4% Yl)Y2 * 
(5.3) 
(5.4) 
In case G and H are Bore1 groupoids, q and a are Bore1 a# q~ is Borel. 
Remark. Condition (5.1) guarantees that a(xr , a(x2 , y)) makes 
sense in (5.2). The expression a(x,x, , y) automatically makes sense. 
Condition (5.3) guarantees that a(x, yr)ys makes sense in (5.4). The 
expression a(x, yIy2) automatically makes sense. 
Let (G, PI) and (HP k-4 b e measurable groupoids and let v be a 
Bore1 homomorphism of G to H for which +,(x) and p are equivalent. 
This corresponds to the algebraic condition that $ take the set of 
units UC in G onto the set of units UH in H. We now want to supply 
the measure theoretic version of Theorem 5.1. After that we can 
convert the result into Boolean terms. The measure theoretic version 
requires measure classes on the fibered products G x ’ H, Gt2) x ’ H 
and G x ’ Hc2) so that the appropriate identities can be required to 
hold only almost everywhere. It is essential for the Boolean version 
that we be able to work in the “almost everywhere” context. 
To form the necessary fibered products of the measures, h X' CL, 
ht2) x’ p and h x',u(~), we first need some decompositions. Let q be 
any Bore1 function from U, to U, for which q*(x) N p and set 
p = q 0 d. Then p*(A) N p. Let h = J A, dx(u) be a decomposition 
of h relative to d and let x = J & d&v) be a decomposition of x over TV 
relative to q. Then for v E U, , set AP,,V = Jh, d&,(u) and note that 
~=P,.vd () @ v is a decomposition of h over p relative to p. If 
4~ , x2) = p(x2) for (x1 , x2) E G t2), then n-‘(v) = u {d-l(r(x,)) x (x2>: 
x2 EP-l(v)}. F or A-almost every x2 the measure Xrtz,) is concen- 
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trated on d-l(r(x,)), so for p-almost every v the measure GfA = 
Pro x 4 d4&) is concentrated on n-l(n), and 
so we have a decomposition of Xt2) over p relative to 7r. Similarly 
the measures pt2jV = J ey x pd(“) C&*(Y) give a decomposition of I,L(~) 
over p relative to (y, z) F-P r(y), if p = JCL” &(a) is a decomposition 
of p over @ relative to r. By the general theory, the classes of 
h x ’ p = j A,,, x /Lo d/qw), 
At2) x ’ p = j h:L x /LB djqw), 
and 
h x’ $2) = 
I 
A,,, x p(2’o d/z(w) 
depend only on [A] and [p] and are concentrated on G x’ H, 
Gt2) x ’ H and G x ’ H@), respectively. These are the desired relative 
or fibered products. 
The next lemma involves these measure classes. It will be needed 
to Boolean&e homomorphisms as well as in the measure theoretic 
version of Theorem 5.1, and supplies the extra condition on functions 
a of Theorem 5.1 which is needed in the measure theoretic case. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let qx G -+ H be a strict homomorphism for which 
- 2 and dejne q = +, a(x, y) = p(x)y for (x, y) E G x ’ H. 
a*@ x ’ CL) < EL. (5.5) 
Proof. Let N be a p-null Bore1 set and let B = a-‘(N). We want 
to show that B is hP,V x P-null for p-almost every zi E U, . Thus 
for purposes of the proof, take an i.c., if necessary, to guarantee 
that y . #(v) N pro’) for y E H. Then whenever p(x) = v we have 
{y: (x, y) E B} = (y: r(y) = 71 and q(x)y E N) a p.“-null set if N is 
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p)(x) * @x)-null (recall p(x) = d 0 v(x)), i.e., if N is @“v(z) = pp(s-l)- 
null. Now {V E U,: p*(N) = 01 is p-conull so (U E U,: @J(U)(N) = 01 
is X-conull and hence A = {x E G: pp(~)(N) = 0} is A-conull. Thus 
{V E UH: A is A,,,-conull} is fi-conull. If x-1 E A and p(x) = ZI, then 
{y: (x, y) E B) is ~V-null, so if A is A,,,-conull then B is hP,V x p”-null, 
by the Fubini Theorem. Hence B is AP,,V x pv-null for p-almost 
all V, as desired. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let (G, [A]), (H, [p]) be analytic measurable group- 
oids. Let ~9 denote the set of homomorphisms v from G to H for which 
+,(x) N p and let GZ denote the set of pairs (q, a) where q: .?7, -+ U, 
is a Bore1 function with q&i) N p and a is a Bore1 function from 
G x ’ H -+ H such that (5.1) to (5.4) are satisfied almost everywhere 
and (5.5) holds. If a,(~, y) = q(x) y whenever d o q(x) = r(y) then 
9 t-t (+, a,) takes 2 into GZ. If furthermore y1 and q+. are identz$ed 
when q1 = q2 a.e. and a suitable similar identifiation is done for d, 
then this mapping is one-one and onto. 
Proof, We know the function takes S into GY. If v1 ,~s E S? and 
qpl = vs a.e., then y1 and CJI~ agree on some i.c. of G, by Lemma 5.2 
of [14], because the set where they agree is a conull subset closed 
under multiplication. Hence +r = +s a.e. Now whenever ql = q2 a.e. 
we can choose a conull Bore1 set U, _C U, on which ql and us agree. 
If V, = ~r( U,) then V, is a conull analytic set in Ux and hence 
contains a conull Bore1 set Vs . If we replace U, by Ui n @l(Vs) 
we reduce to the case in which V, itself is Borel. Then the spaces 
(G I u,) x ’ (H I VJ are the same whether ql or q2 is used in defining 
this relative product, since q1 = qz on U, . Thus the two spaces 
G x ’ H have conull subsets which are actually the same set. Then 
it makes sense to say that a1 = a2 a.e. even though their domains 
are not the same. In particular when v1 = vs a.e. we can choose 
U, so that y1 and 9s agree on G 1 U, and hence am, = avz on 
(G ] U,) x’ (H 1 Vi) so that awl = am, a.e. 
If + = 4 a.e., and a, = a* a.e. then for almost every y in H 
we have F(X) y = $(x)y (and hence C&X) = #J(X)) for &,(,)-almost 
all x in p-r(r(y)), when p = tp o d. Hence q(x) = I&X) for h-almost 
every x in G. Thus y +-+ (8, am) is one-one on the equivalence class 
level. 
To show that the mapping is onto, start with a pair (4, a) E OZ. Let 
L, be the conull Bore1 set {(x, y1 , yz) E G x ’ Ht2): d o a(x, yl) = d( yJ 
and +,Y~Y~) = ~(X,Y~Y~) and let L, be the conull Bore1 set 
{(Xl P x, , y) E Gt2) x ’ H: r o a(x2 , y) = Q o r(x2) and a(x1x2 , y) = 
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u(xl , a(xz , y))}. Again take p = q 0 d, denote point masses by E’S and 
take decompositions of measures as above. Let 
Y = {y E H: a(x, yz) = a(x, y)z for &,7(U) x #(l/)-almost all pairs (x, z)} 
= (y E H: Xp,T(llj x Q, x pd(v)(G x’ Hf2’ -L,) = 01. 
Since L, is conull, it is X,,, x ~(2)U-conull for p-almost every 8. 
Thus for almost every ‘u we know L, is X,,, x ey x ~d’~)-conull for 
p”-almost every y. This implies that L, is XP,7(y) x l y x pd(“)-conull 
for p-almost every y in H, i.e., that Y is conull. Hence r(Y) is a 
p-conull analytic set in U, . It follows from the von Neumann 
Selection Lemma that there is a Bore1 function g: U, -+ H such that 
I 0 g agrees with the identity on U, almost everywhere and g-‘(Y) 
is p-conull. Choose a conull Bore1 set V with r 0 g(v) = z, for ZI E V 
and g(V) L Y, and so that y . #(a/) N pr(Y) if y E H j V. 
Now define a,: G x ’ H -+ H as follows: if P(X) = Y(Z) = v E V, 
set a,(~, x) = a(x, y)y-lx wherey = g(n), and otherwise let a,(~, z) = 
a(x, 2). If v E V and y = g(w), then z b y-rz is a null-set-preserving 
Bore1 isomorphism of r-l(o) onto r-l(d(y)), so 
a,(% 4 = a+, y)y-lz 
= 4% Y(Y+4 
= a(x, z) 
for X,,, x pw-almost all (x, z). Thus a, = a a.e. relative to X x ’ p. 
Furthermore, if r(q) = v and r(zJ = d(z,), then for any x EP-r(w) 
we have 
4% %Z2) = 45 Y)(Y+%“2) 
= (4% Y)(Y-‘e2 
= %(x9 %b2 * 
In particular, if Gr = G [ q-l(V) and HI = H / V then a,(~, zlxz) = 
a,(~, x1)z2 for (x, zr , x2) in G, x ’ Hi’). 
Next we show that a, satisfies (5.2) a.e. If N = {(x, x): a,(~, z) # 
u(x, z)}, then N is X X' p-null, so for h-almost every x we have 
/L”‘~‘({x: (x, z) E NJ) = 0. Now (x r , xs) I-+ xrxs pulls null sets back to 
null sets, and p(x,x,) = p(xJ, so ~p(3G~)((z: x1x2 , z) E N>) = 0 for 
h’2)-almost all (x1 , x.J. Thus ul(xlxz , .z) = u(xlxZ , x) for Xc2) x ’ p 
almost all (x1 , xs , x). Now a and a, pull back null sets to null sets 
according to (5.Q so a similar argument shows that u,(x, , al(x2 , z)) = 
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a(x, , a(+ , 2)) a.e. relative to ht2) x ’ p. These two almost everywhere 
statements together with the fact that a satisfies (5.2) a.e. combine 
to show that a, satisfies (5.2) a.e. 
Thus A = ((x1, x2, a) E Gi2’ x ’ H,: a,(x,x, , x) = ur(xr , ul(x2, a))} 
is a conull set, so for almost every (x1, xa) E G(2) there is a x E H 
such that (x1 , xa , z) E A. For any such triple ul(xl , a,(~, , z)) makes 
sense so p(xr) = r(ur(x2 , x)), and p(x,xJ = p(x2) = r(z) = zs-l. 
Also x1 , x2, x,x, E G, and z, z-1 E Hr , so ul(x2 , z)x-1 makes sense and 
hence al(x2 , x) E H, . In fact we have proved that u,(G, x ’ Hr) _C Hr . 
Thus the following calculation is correct for (x1 , x2 , a) E A: 
If we define ~~(3) = a,(~, p(z)) for x E G, , cpl(x) = p(x) if x 4 G, , 
the preceding argument shows that for almost every (x1, x2) E Gi2’ 
(and hence for almost every (x1 , x2) E Gt2)) the product qr(xr) am is 
defined and equal to y1(x1x2). In addition, a,(~, z) = ~r(x)x for 
(x, x) E G, x ’ Hr . Now let ‘p be a homomorphism which agrees a.e. 
with yr . Then for almost all (x, a) E G, x ’ Hr we have 9)(x)x defined 
(and equal to cpl(x)x) so that d(y(x)) = Y(X), i.e., + 0 d(x) = Y(Z). It 
follows that +? = q a.e., and we also have a, = a, a.e. from above. 
Now to convert all this into Boolean terms we need to have condi- 
tions (5.1) to (5.4) given as function equalities, which then translate 
into u-homomorphism equalities. To do this, first let m denote the 
multiplication in either G or H, letp, denote the projection of G x ’ H 
onto G, let p, denote the projection of G x ’ H onto H, let p, denote 
the projection of Gt2) onto G by pa(xr , x2) = x2 and let p, denote 
the projection of H12) onto H by p4(y1 , y2) = yr . We automatically 
have dop, = dam and rap4 = Yom, so m x i takes Gt2) x’H 
into G x ’ Hand i x m takes G x ’ Ht2) into G x ’ H. Condition (5.1) 
is equivalent to 
you = qoropl, (5.lf) 
which is also equivalent to having i x a take G x ’ (G x ’ H) = 
Gt2) x ’ H into G x ’ H. Condition (5.2) then is equivalent to 
a~(m~i)=uo(ixu)onG~~~x’H. (5.2f) 
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Next, condition (5.3) is equivalent to 
dopz=doa (5.3f) 
which is equivalent to having a x i map (G x ’ H) x ’ H = G x ’ IV) 
into IP). Finally condition (5.4) is equivalent to 
(5.4f) 
The point of condition 5.5 is that without it the function a: 
G x ’ H -+ H would not have a Boolean dual at ah. 
Now for the Boolean version we start with an imbedding y: 
M(p) ---t M(x) and form the relative tensor product M(X) 0’ M(p), 
using 6 0 y: M(p) -+ M(X) and p: M(p) --t M(p). (Recall that we use 
6 and p for the domain and range a-homomorphisms.) Then we need 
a u-homomorphism or: M(p) --t M(h) 0’ M(p), so that the Boolean 
duals of (5.lf) to (5.4f) hold. Let us use m* to denote the multiplication 
in the Boolean dual of G and of H, B, and BH respectively, let j, 
denote the injection of M(h) into M(X) 0’ M(p), let j, denote the 
injection of M(p) into M(h) 0’ M(p), let j, denote the second 
injection of M(X) into &?(hcQ) = M(X) 0’ M(h), and let i4 denote the 
first injection of M(p) into M(pC2)) = M(p) 0’ M(p). 
As in the case of products of sets there are natural isomorphisms 
between &7(X@)) 0 M(p) (relative product over j, 0 6 0 y and p) and 
MN 0’ Pw) 0’ M(P)) ( re a rve product over 6 and j, 0 p), and 1 t’ 
we choose to ignore the difference, just as we did with Gt2) X’ H 
and G x ’ (G x ’ H). A similar identification will be made between 
M(X) Q’ M(p) and (M(X) 0’ M(p)) 0’ M(p). We think of which 
ever model is convenient for given maps under consideration. 
THEOREM 5.4. Let (G, [A]) and (H, [p]) be analytic measurabze 
groupoids. Let Xl denote the set of Bore1 homomorphisms v: G -+ H 
such that +,(x) N p, and let S2 denote the set of pairs (y, a) for which 
y is an imbedding of n/r@) into M(x) and 01 is a a-homomorphism of 
M(p) into M(X) Q’ M(p) and these four conditions hold: 
sop =jlOpOy 
(m*@‘i)ofx=(i@‘~)Ou 
j.208 = aa8 
(i 0’ m*) 0 a = (a CZJ’ i) 0 m*. 
(5.lb) 
(5.2b) 
(5.3b) 
(5.4b) 
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Then q~ -+ (+*, a,*) maps til onto SS and v1 , CJJ~ have the same image 
afly = y2 a.e. 
Proof. From (5.1 b)t ogether with an automatic condition we see 
that m* 0’ i and i 0’ 01 exist, taking M(A) 0’ M(p) to M(ht2)) 0’ M(p) 
and M(h) 0 (M(h) 0’ M(p)) respectively, and the equality asserted 
in (5.2b) is intended to include the identification. A similar explanation 
goes with (5.3b) and (5.4b). Otherwise, the proof was given in 
Theorem 5.3, and in fact the “onto” part is the only thing not obvious. 
If q and a are any functions with q* = y and a* = 01, and we let 
j, = p,* where p, is the actual projection in each case, then (5.lb) 
to (5.4b) imply that (5.1) to (5.4) hold almost everywhere. Hence 
there is a v in si with I$* = y, a,* = 01. 
6. QUASIINVARIANT DECOMPOSITIONS 
In working with measurable groupoids, the invariance of the 
measure class is very important, and at times a slight strengthening 
of that property would be convenient. In this section we point out 
that the desired property holds for groupoids arising from actions 
of groups, and can be achieved in general by passing to an i.c. We 
also illustrate the usefulness with an application. 
DEFINITION 6.1. Let F be an analytic Bore1 groupoid and let h 
be a finite measure on F. If x = d,(X) and A = J X, dx(u) is a decom- 
position of X over x such that X,+.x N Ad&) for every x EF, then we 
shall say the decomposition is right quasiinvariant. The term left 
quasiinvariant is defined similarly. 
The proof of Theorem 4.3 of [14] shows that if S is a G-space 
TV a finite measure on S and v is a probability measure in the Haar 
class on G then p x v has a left quasiinvariant decomposition. 
LEMMA 6.2. Let G be an analytic Bore1 groupoid and let A be a 
probability measure on G such that [A] is invariant. If h = J A, dx(u) 
is any decomposition of h relative to d, then there is an inessential 
contraction G,, of G such that ay x E G,, , then A,(,) - x N &Q) and 
A,.Q,(G,) = h,(,,(d-l(r(x))) = &b)(G) = 1. Thus every measurable 
groupoid has an inessential contraction on which the restricted measure 
has a right quasiinvariant decomposition. 
Proof. First choose a conull Bore1 set U, C U such that if u E 77, 
then h,(d-l(u)) = h,(G) = 1 and if x E G 1 U, then &ts. * x w hd(z) . 
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Since G 1 U, is conull, there is a conull Bore1 set U, C U, such that 
u E U, implies AJG 1 U,) = 1. We continue by induction: if 
U,S .** 2 U, are Bore1 and U, is conull, then there is a conull 
Bore1 set U,,, C U, such that u E U,,, implies X,(G j U,) = 1. Set 
U, = nfi U, . Then if u E U, and n >, 1 we have h,(G 1 U,) = 1. 
Hence if u E U,, we have h,(G 1 U,,) = 1. Since U, C U, , if 
x E G / U,, then X,+J * x - hrEts) . Since G, = G / U, is corm11 for h 
and every A, for u E U,, , we may induce measures on G, by 
restriction, producing thereby a measure with a quasiinvariant 
decomposition. 
LEMMA 6.3. Let F be a groupoid, and suppose there is a measure h 
such that [h] is invariant and X has a right quasiinvariant decomposition. 
Then for every Bore1 A C U with h(r+(A) + d-l(A)) = 0 there is a 
saturated Bore1 A, C U such that A + A, is null. 
Proof. Suppose X = J A, dX( u is a quasiinvariant decomposition ) 
and for u E U define v, = r,(h,). Then u - v implies v, - vV , since if 
u = r(x) and v = d(x), hr(z)(r-1(B)) = &)(r-l(B) f~ d-‘(r(x))) = 
4d{~: 4~) = G) and I = T(Y) E BH = Gb(d - 4VYBN = 0 
iff &(&Y-~(B)) = 0. Also x - JvU dX(u) (and u I-+ v,(A) is Bore1 for 
Bore1 A). Thus if A is given, the set A, = {u E U: vu( U - A) = 01 
is Bore1 and u - v E A, implies u E A, , so A, is saturated. To show 
that A, + A is null, note that h(r-l(A) + d-l(A)) = 0 implies 
that &(r-l(A) + d-l(A)) = 0 for almost all U. Hence v,(A) = 
h,(r-l(A)) = X,(d-‘(A)) for x- a most 1 all u. Thus v,( U - A) = 0 for 
almost all u E A and is >0 for almost all u $ A, which easily gives 
the desired conclusion. 
COROLLARY 6.4. For such (F, X), (F, [Xl) is ergodic isf every saturated 
Bore1 set in U = U, is null or conull. 
COROLLARY 6.5 (Mackey [7]). If (S, p) is an analytic G-space 
with qua&invariant p, then p is ergodic for the action of G isf every 
invariant Bore1 set in U is null or conull. 
Remarks. (a) Mackey deduced Corollary 6.5 from a uniqueness 
theorem for point actions giving rise to given Boolean actions. His 
proof depended on separability. Our proof seems to apply whenever 
S is a “good” space, p is a finite measure on S and G is u-compact 
so that there is a finite measure equivalent to Haar measure on G. 
It is possible that the correspondence between point actions and 
Boolean actions also holds for u-compact groups. 
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(b) It should be possible to simplify the proof of Theorem 7.11 
of [14] by using this Lemma 4.3. At least the analytic sets can be 
replaced by Bore1 sets. 
LEMMA 6.6. Let (G, [A]) 6 e a measurable groupoid with h(G) = 1 
and h = X-l. Let E = (r, d)(G) be th e associated equivalence relation on 
U = U, and set h’ = (r, d),(h). Let h’ = JX,’ dX(u) be a decom- 
position of h’ relative to d; let h = J h,,, dh’(u, v) be a decomposition of A 
relative to (Y, d); f or u E U let h: = r,(h,‘) and set X, = Jh,,, dAt(v). 
Then h = Jh,dX( u is a decomposition of h relative to d and there is a ) 
con& Borel set U,, _C U such that if G, = G 1 U, and EO = E ) ?I,, , 
then: 
(1) u E U,, implies &‘(E,) = A,‘( [u] x (u}) = 1 (recall [u] = 
{ v: a - 24)); 
(2) (u, v) E E, implies h,’ * (u, v) - h,‘; 
(3) u E U, implies h,(G,-J = &(d-l(u)) = 1; 
(4) x E G, implies &) * x - Xdtz) . 
Also, the h,,, may be chosen so that h,,, = (&J-l, and if AU = (h&l, 
then J X” dX(u) is a left quasiinvariant decomposition of A. 
Proof. The first conclusion follows from the first conclusion of 
Lemma 1.2. Since h is symmetric, h,,, = (&J-l for X’-almost all 
(u, v), so the measures (l/2)(&, + (h,,,)-l) also give a decomposition 
of X over h’ with the desired symmetry property. By Lemma 6.2, we 
can choose conull Bore1 sets U, 2 U, > U, > *** in U such that 
E I u271+1 satisfies (1) and (2) for n = 0, 1, 2,..., and G ] U,, satisfies 
(3) and (4) for n = 1, 2 ,... . If U,, = n {Cl,: n > l> then (l), (2), (3), 
and (4) hold. 
LEMMA 6.7. With hypotheses as in Lemma 6.6, there is a Bore1 
function (u, v) -+ h$,, from E to measures on G such that &*,, - X, V 
for A’-almost all (u, v) and a con&l Bore1 set U,, _C U such that if 
u E u, , z E G j U, and r(x) - u, then QrCz) * x - h&(Z) and 
z * X$tej,u N X$B,,u . Almost every X$,, is a probability. 
Proof. Without loss of generality we may suppose that (l)-(4) of 
Lemma 6.6 hold for G, E, and &,V = (h,,,)-l always. Then if (u, v) E E, 
A,’ * (24, v) - A,’ so A; = r*(X,‘) = r*(&’ * (u, v)) - r*(&‘) = A,” . 
Hence for x E G, &Q) = SL,,(,) dG,du) - J’La d%‘du). Since 
h T(Z) . x = Jh,,,(,) - x dhttz,(u), by Lemma 1.2 and the fact that the 
&V decompose A over ;\I, the set F = (x E G: &,rb) * x N Xu,d(z) and 
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x u,d(z. is a measure concentrated on r-l(u) n d-l(d(x)), for A:,,,-almost 
every U} is a conull set in G. Now if (x, y) E Gt2) n F x F, then 
r(x) N r(y) so A&) = hf,,, - A:,,, ; also Xzr,d(J) = &r(v) since 
r(y) = d(x). Hence 
A 11,&Y) * (XY> = bL.r(d .4 ‘Y 
- G4wd ‘Y 
- hdd 
ZZ2 A u,dh) . 
Thus xy EF. By Lemma 5.2 of [14], F contains an i.c. GO = G / U,, . 
For x E G, , Xu,r(z) . x - Xu,d(z) and A,,,(,, is concentrated on 
r-l(u) n d-l(r(x)) for A&,- almost every U. For any Bore1 set A C G 
and any x, u with d(x) - U, remembering that By = (by: (b, y) E G@) 
and b E B), we have 
Thus for x E GO, using symmetry of the XU3,  we have x . hd(z),u N 
&G),u for xk, -almost all U. We may also, by a decreasing sequence 
again, choose U,, so that (l)-(4) still hold for G, , E, , and hence 
may as well suppose G, = G, or that these invariance properties 
hold on G. 
For v E U, let A, = {(u, x) E [v] x d-l(v): h,,,(,, * x - X,,,}. If 
d(x) = co, then {u: (u, x) E A,} is A:,,,-conull and hence A:-conull. By 
the Fubini Theorem, (u: &,({x: (u, x) E A,:}) = I} is AZ-conull. 
Now set T = {(x, Y> E Gt2’: x - (4m.m . Y) - hz),,(,)l. BY 
Lemma 2.1, the two functions from Gt2) to A’(G) are Bore1 functions, 
and since the set of pairs of equivalent measures is a Bore1 set, T is a 
Bore1 set in Gt2). We will show that for A’-almost every (u, V) the 
set T is AU x &,-conull. Let B be the set of such pairs; B C E and B is 
Borel. First notice that if u E U then V, = {ZJ E 7J: {x: xJ&) ,2j - A,(,,,,} 
is Au-conull} is Ai-conull. If z, E I’, and d(y) = ~1, then 
b-J: L&d * Y - LuJ is A”,-conull. Since A’:, - d*(h”), the set 
{x E r-l(~): hd(z),r(V) * y - hd(z),v) is A”-conull. Thus if u E U, ZI E Vu 
and d(y) = o, we have x * b&M/) * Y> - x . Gtx(z),v) - AL,, = 
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h(z),+) for P-almost all x. Hence for any u E U, if w E V, then 
(u, w) E B, so h’(E - B) = 0. 
For (u, w) E E, define 
A* u,v = s x * (Am ,a . Y) d/v x Ux, Y)- 
Lemma 2.8 guarantees this is a Bore1 function of (u, v); and we have 
GJ N X,,, if (u, w) E B. Also set QV = J &+,) * y d&,(y). If u E U and 
z E G with r(z) N u, we can calculate, using X,(,, * z - Xdc8) near the 
end, that 
GTM . z = s 6L.r~ - Y) - z dh(y) 
= 
s h u,r(s) - (~4 dhzdy) 
= 
s h u,r(u) -Y dhz)b-l) 
- s &w(v) * Y dhdy) 
Now 
This holds for any such u, z, and by a symmetric argument we have 
x * %L,z, - G&).V for all z, w for which the statement makes sense. 
THEOREM 6.8. Let (G, [A]) b e a measurable groupoid. Then there is 
an i.c. G 1 Cl,, of G and a measure A* N X with a decomposition ower E 
&zh that 
(4 for (up 9 EEI uop %L is a probability measure concentrated 
on Y-~(U) n d-l(w). 
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(c) if x E G 1 U,, , u E U, and T(X) N u, then 
and 
h U.&d *x - L&d 
Proof. We may suppose h is a probability measure with h = X-l. 
Take h* = J Xz,, dx’(u, V) where the h$,, are provided by Lemma 6.7. 
Since A,*,, - &V for X-almost every (u, v), A* - X. Properties (b) 
and (c) hold for some U,, , and hz,v is a probability concentrated on 
Y-~(U) n d-l(a) for X-almost every (u, V) in E / U, . The invariance 
properties imply that this holds for (u, V) in the contraction of E to 
a (relatively) saturated conull subset of U,, . We may replace U, by 
this subset. 
THEOREM 6.9. Let (G, [Xl) b e a measurable groupoid. For almost 
eoery unit U, G 1 {u) h as a quasiinvariant measure and hence has a 
locally compact topology for which it is a topological group and the 
given measure is equivalent to Haar measure. 
Proof. Choose U, according to Theorem 6.8, and suppose that it 
is X which has a good decomposition over E. For u E 77, , A,,, is 
a quasiinvariant probability on G 1 (u}. Apply Theorem 7.1 of [7]. 
Remark. It seems natural to ask if one can select a measure X on 
G and a decomposition over E such that each A,., is a Haar measure. 
This would be in some sense a canonical measure for G. 
7. BOOLEAN DUALS OF CONTRACTIONS 
Let (G, [A]) be a measurable groupoid. In this section we want to 
characterize in a Boolean fashion the homomorphisms Jlt discussed in 
Theorem 6.17 of [14]. Iff: U --f G is a function with d 0 f = i, and 
V = r of(U), we define 4 = & G -+ G 1 I’ by 
a4 = f(y(x>> ~fMXY. 
The goal is to describe the subalgebra of M(X) consisting of elements 
q($rl(A)) where A is a Bore1 set in G ) V. It will be convenient to 
begin with some algebraic facts. 
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THEOREM 7.1. Let F, G be groupoids and let g, be a homomorphism 
of G onto F. Then the following conditions are equivalent. 
(a) There are a VCU and an f: U-tG with dof = i,, 
f(v) = v for v E V and r 0 f(U) = V such that v 0 & = y and v is 
one-one on G ( V. 
(b) For every u, v E U, v takes r’(u) r\ d-l(v) one-one onto 
r-l@(u)) n d-l(+(v)). 
(c) The function (v, (r, d)) takes G one-one onto F x ’ EG = 
NY, (UP v)): T(Y) = a(4 and d(Y) = Wb 
(d) For each y E F, (Y, d) takes q-‘(y) one-one onto 
+-V(Y)) x +-WY)). 
Proof. To prove that (a) implies (b) it suffices to prove that (b) 
holds for v = z,+ = #. Let ui , u2 E U and vi = $(z+), v2 = $(~a). 
Clearly #(Y-i(ui) n d-l(u,)) _C rl(vl) n d-l(v,). If d(x) = d(y) = u2 
and r(x) = r(y) = u1 while $(x) = #(y), then f (uJ xf(~+)-~ = 
f(u1) Yf (uz)-l so x = Y* Thus 4 is one-one on the given set. If 
r(y) = vi and d(y) = va , then x = f(u,)-l yf(u,) is defined and 
#(x) = y, SO $(rl(ul) n d-l(u,)) = rl(vl) n d-l(v,). 
If (b) holds, let g: U, -+ U be a function for which + 0 g is the 
identity on U, , so the set V = g( U,) meets each level set of + 
exactly once, i.e., + takes V one-one onto U, . We show first that 
y is one-one on G j V. If q(x) = y,(y) and x, y E G 1 V, then q@(x)) = 
Y(~(x)) = r(y(y)) = +(r(y)) so r(x) = r(y) since both are in V. 
Similarly d(x) = d(y). S ince 97 is one-one on Y-l(r(x)) n d-l(d(x)), 
x = y. 
For any u E U, v takes r-l(g 0 q(u)) n d-l(u) one-one onto 
+@(u>) n d-1@(4), so there is a unique f(u) in that former set 
with v(f(u)) = F(u). Th en d 0 f is the identity function of U, 
f(v) = v for v E V and r of(U) = V, while if x E G, then 
To see that (b), ( c , ) and (d) are equivalent, notice that 
u {+(+(u)) n d-‘@(w)) x {(u, f# (us v> EEC) 
= F X ’ Eo = u {{J’) X $l(Y(J’)) X @-‘(d(y)): y EF}. 
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The function (9, (r, d)) is always a homomorphism into F x ’ Eo and 
the one-one onto conditions of (b), ( c ) , and (d) are equivalent because 
of the two partitions relative to (r, d) and CJZ given above. 
The equivalence of (a) with the other conditions shows that the 
homomorphisms $r are those for which the partition induced is 
complementary to the partition induced by (Y, d). The rest of this 
section is devoted to showing that the measure theoretic analog of 
the equivalence between (a) and (c) is also true. 
THEOREM 7.2. Let (G, C) b e a measurable groupoid and X be a 
symmetric probability measure in C. Let V be a Bore1 set of units with 
[V] = U and let f: U + G be a Bore1 function such that d 0 f = i, , 
f(e) = ofo~ TJ E V and r of(U) = V. Define +!J~(x) = f (r(x)) xf (d(x))-’ 
for x E G, 4 = q!~~ . If TV = #,(A) and A’ = (r, d),(X), then (#, (Y, d)) 
induces an isomorphism of M(p x ’ A’) onto M(X). 
Proof. If H = #(G) = G j V and E = E, = ((u, 71) E U x U: 
u - u}, we can form the relative product H x ’ E = ((y, (u, v)): 
r(y) = 4(u), d(y) = #(v)) over EH , and the fibered product 
p x ’ A’. Now (Z/I, (r, d)) maps G one-one onto H x ’ E, so it suffices 
to prove that (I+%, (r d)),(h) - p X' A’, and by Lemma 1.7 this will 
follow if #,(A,,,,) - P$(~),$(~) for A’-almost every (u, U) E E, where X = 
J A,,,,. dh’(u, V) is a decomposition of X over A’ and p = f pa,h dp’(a, b) 
is a similar decomposition of p over CL’ on EH . By passing to an i.c. 
of G we may assume the decomposition of A over A’ is quasiinvariant 
under left and right translations and that A,,,. is always concentrated 
on r-‘(u) n d-l(v) (Theorem 6.8). 
Decompose A’ over p’ relative to 4 x $: A’ = J Xi,, dp’(a, b). Then 
X = J A,,, dA’(u, V) = JJ A,,, dA&(u, V) dp’(a, b). Now A&,b is carried 
by $-l(a) x $-l(b) for almost every (a, b) E EH , and A,,,” is carried by 
Y-‘(U) n d-l(v) for almost every (u, ZI), while #(r-l(u) n d-l(v)) = 
~‘(a) n d-l(b) whenever +!J(u) = a, #(v) = b. Thus if we define 
P,,~ = J+,(h,,,) dh&(u, V) for (a, b) E EH , then we have pa,b carried by 
r-l(a) n d-l(b) f or almost every (a, b). Furthermore, J pa,a dp’(a, b) = 
$,(A) = p, so this is a decomposition of p over p’ relative to (Y, d) 
by Lemma 1.2. Thus the proof will be complete if for p’-almost 
every (a, b) we have #*(A,,,) - pCLaPa for h&-almost every (24, v). 
Suppose #(ui) = $(~a) = a, $(r~i) = $I(uJ = b, with a - b. Then 
there exist x, y in G with r(x) = ui , d(x) = u2 , d(y) = q , 
r(y) = % Y $44 = a, #(y) = b. From quasiinvariance of the A,,,> ,
it follows that z,~.JX,+,) - #,(h,,2,,,). Thus if & is carried by 
$-lb4 x +Yb 4,(Lv) - pa,b for h&-almost every (24, V) (namely 
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all in @I(cz) x @l(b)). Now Ai,b is carried by $-l(a) x $-l(b) for 
p’-almost every (a, b), so we have the desired conclusion. 
THEOREM 7.3. Let (G, [A]) and (F, [p]) be measurable groupoids and 
let p: G + F be a homomorphism with q*(A) N p. Suppose (q~, (r, d)): 
G --t F x ’ Eo induces an isomorphism of M(p x ’ A’) onto M(A). Then 
there are a Bore1 set V C U and a Bore1 function f: U -+ G such that 
do f is the identity on U, f(v) = v for v E V, V = Y of(U), and 9) 
establishes an isomorphism between i.c.‘s of (G 1 V, [&(A)]) and (F, [p]), 
while q 0 J& = q on an i.c. of G. 
Proof. (The method is to reduce to the algebraic case.) We take 
a decomposition of A over A’ relative to (r, d) as in Theorem 6.8 and do 
the same for ,u over p’, supposing the integrands quasiinvariant and 
concentrated on the proper sets. Then El = {(u, w) E E: F,(&,,) N 
~~(U),~~V)} is a Bore1 set, being the inverse image of a Bore1 set 
(Lemma 1.1) under the Bore1 mapping (u, V) --f (~,(&,), P~(~),~(~)). 
Lemma 1.7 shows that El is conull, since (F,, (r, d)),(h) - p x ’ A’ is 
assumed here. If (u, V) E El and (v, w) = (r, d)(x) E El , then 
Hence (u, w) E El , so El is closed under multiplication and must 
contain an i.c. (In fact we can contract to a conull saturated set, but 
this is not necessary for the proof.) Thus by passing to an i.c. we can 
continue the proof under the assumption that v*(h,,,) N F~(~),~(~) 
for all (u, V) E E. 
For UE U, or WE U, let G, = r-l(u) n d-l(u), and F, = 
Y-‘(W) n d-l(w). By Theorem 6.9, G, and F, “are” locally compact 
groups with A,., and P~,~ equivalent to Haar measure. For any 
u E u, 9J*&*u) - PCLm(d.mh) so v(G,) is a conull analytic (and hence 
measurable) subgroup of F,(,, and hence must equal F,(,) . If r(x) = V, 
d(x) = u and x E r-l(v(u)) n d-l(p(v)), then r(v(x)) = d(z) and 
zv(x) E Fotu) . Thus there is a y E G, with v(y) = xv(x) and hence 
t&x-l) = z. Th us q takes Y-~(U) n d-l(o) onto r-‘(y(u)) n d-l(p(o)). 
By Lemma 1.7, there must be a conull Bore1 set K C G on which 
(IJJ, (r, d)) is one-one. Then K is A,,,-conull for almost every (u, v), 
so y is one-one a.e. on almost every r-l(u) n d-l(v). If 9 is one-one 
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a.e. on r-l(u) n d--i(v) (V E [u]) and r(x) = V, then 9) is one-one a.e. on 
Y-~(U) n d-‘(d(x)) because h,,, * x - hU,d~z) and y -+yx-l -+ ~(yx-l) = 
q(y) v(x)-i -+ y(y) is a composition of one-one functions. Thus for 
any U, {w E [u]: y is one-one a.e. on r-r(u) n d-l(v)) is either ~zi or [u]. 
Now for almost every U, K is A,,,-conull for r,(h,)-almost every V, 
so there is a conull (saturated) set of units U, such that (u, V) E E ( U,, 
implies ‘p is one-one a.e. on Y-~(U) n d-i(v). Again contract to an i.c., 
so that CJI is one-one a.e. on every r-r(~) n d-l(v). If A C G, is a 
conull set on which CJJ is one-one and X, y E G, , then Ax-l n Ay-l f o 
because both sets are conull. If z is in the intersection then zx and 
xy are in A. Now SD(X) = y(y) implies CJJ(ZX) = I SO XX -= xy 
and hence x = y. Thus y is one-one on G,, . It follows that y is 
actually one-one on every r-l(u) n d-‘(v). 
At this point, y(G) is a conull subset of F, closed under multiplica- 
tion, and hence contains an i.c. F,, , Now v-l(FO) is also an i.c. of G, 
so by taking one more i.c. we can put ourselves in the setting of a Bore1 
homomorphism of G onto F in which cp takes Y-‘(U) n d-l(v) one-one 
onto +(9(u)) n d-l(cp(v)) for every (u, U) E E. 
Let g: U, -+ U, be a Bore1 function such that $5 0 g agrees a.e. 
with the identity on U, . By passing to yet another i.c. (first F, then G, 
as above) we may suppose that $5 o g is the identity on U, . Now 
F is countably separated so the set where r and g 0 $0 d agree is a 
Bore1 set and so is CJ+( U,). Let their intersection be denoted by B. 
Now if F(X) is a unit, that unit is v(d(x)). Let x, y E B with d(x) = d(y). 
Then r(x) = g o q 0 d(x) = Y(Y), and since y(x) and v(y) are units, 
d4 = dY)* s ince CJI is one-one on Y-l(r(x)) n d-l(d(x)), x = y. 
Thus d takes B one-one onto U and since d is Bore1 the inverse, 
f = (d / B)-I, is Borel. Now f: U -+ G is the same function as 
appeared in the proof of Theorem 7.1, so the algebraic part of that 
proof applies. Thus y is an isomorphism of G j g( U,> onto F and 
v 0 $r = ~JX The last equation implies that v*(&(h)) = q,,(h) = FL, 
so the isomorphism preserves measure classes also. 
To get back to all of G as in the statement of the theorem, extend 
f to be the identity on the rest of the original U, and then the set 
g( U,) just above is conull in r of(U), which we can take for I’. 
THEOREM 7.4. Let B = (M, M, 6, ( )-l, p) be a Boolean co- 
groupoid and B, = (Ml , ii?fl ,6, , ( )-l, pl) the Boolean cogroupoid 
dual to a quotient groupoid, with Ml C M and the inclusion dual to 
the quotient homomorphism. Let M, denote the subalgebra of M corre- 
sponding to the quotient equivalence relation. Then there is a relative 
tensor product Ml 0’ Me , and B, corresponds to a contraction of G 
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~3 the inclusion homomorphisms of Ml , M, into M extend to an iso- 
morphism of Ml 0’ M, onto M. 
Proof. It is easy to see that M,, = S,(A?r) v S,(A??,)-l is contained 
in M, = 6(m) v S(a)-l, so the relative tensor product Ml Q’ M, 
over Ml, can be formed. The rest of the statement is simply the dual 
of Theorems 7.2 and 7.3. 
8. BOOLEAN DUALS OF HOMOMORPHISMS (III) 
The complete description of homomorphisms can now be given 
by combining the results in Sections 5 and 7. The range of a homo- 
morphism 9 must contain a contraction which is the range of a z,$ 
as described in Section 7. That is, we can reduce to the case in which 
+* exists and is one-one. In other words, to get a homomorphism 
from F to G one first selects a subalgebra Ml of MG = M(p) of the 
type corresponding to a contraction, M; = MGIv = M(&. Next 
one chooses an imbedding y: M(fi,) --t M(h) where M(X) = MF , and 
a u-homomorphism a: M(pI) --t M(X) 0’ M&J so that the pair 
(y, a) satisfies (5.lb) to (5.4b). Theorem 5.4 says that every homo- 
morphism v: F -+ G 1 V for which +* exists and is one-one arises 
from such a pair, essentially once. 
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